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Abstract
The report offers a detailed description of the development of a frequency domain
model of the structure of an operating horizontal axis wind turbine. The frequency
domain model is implemented along with an analogous time domain model in the
Risg PC code Design Basis 2"
The strueture of an operating wind turbine displays essential non-linearities be-
tween structural variables on blades and tower respectively. These non-linearities
are due to the rotation of the blades causing the transformations between the
blade coordinate systems and the tower coordinate system to depend on the in-
stantaneous azimuth positions of the blades"
Conventional frequency domain methods do not allow non-linearities. It is shown,
however, that decomposing the structural variables into sums of harmonics in
the (constant) angular frequency of the rotor, the non-linear relations are trans-
formed into linear relations between the amplitudes of the harmonics. These linear
relations between the amplitudes of the harmonics of the structural variables are
readily transformed into the frequency domain and solved there"
Thus, the derivation of the amplitudes of harmonics of the loads is based on
conventional frequency domain methods applied to the relations between the am-
plitudes of harmonics. Finally, the loads themselves are determined uniquely by
their respective amplitudes of harmonics.
Design Basis 2 is used to verify the frequency domain model comparing loads on
the structure calculated with the frequency domain model both to loads calculated
with the time domain model and to measured loads. Examples show that frequency
and time domain calculations of typical PSD's of loads are in good agreement"
Design Basis 2 has also shown that the frequency domain model results in an
extremely fast and easy-to-use calculation method"
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rtDUrnmary
The report offers a detailed description of the development of a frequency domain
model of the structure of an operating horizontal a-xis wind turbine. The frequency
domain model is implemented along with an analogous time domain model in the
Riso PC code Design Basis 2.
The structure of an operating wind turbine displays essential non-linearities be-
tween structural variables on blades and tower respectively. These non-linearities
are due to the rotation of the blades causing the transformations between the
blade coordinate systems and the tower coordinate system to depend on the in-
stantaneous value of the periodic azimuth positions of the blades.
The non-linear terms in the dynamic equations for a complex wind turbine struc-
ture are normally thought to preclude the use of frequency domain methods. Fre-
quency domain analysis are, on the other hand, always much faster and in some
respects it gives more insight into the dynamics of the structure.
Therefore, a method is developed which uses the frequency domain analysis even
in this case. The structural variables are decomposed into sums of harmonics in
the (constant) angular frequency of the rotor. The amplitudes of these harmonics
are in turn easily transformed into the frequency domain. The relations between
the amplitudes of harmonics are then solved in the frequency domain.
The inputs to the wind turbine system are external loads on the structure, i.e.
wind loads, gravity loads, and centrifugal loads. These loads are separated into
deterministic loads and stochastic loads. The deterministic loads are caused by
the gravity and the deterministic wind speed. The deterministic wind speed takes
wind shear, tower shadow, yaw error etc into account. The stochastic loads are
caused only by the turbulence.
The outputs from the wind turbine system are internal moments and forces in
sections of either blades or tower. As a consequence of the separation of the in-
puts into deterministic and stochastic loads, also the outputs are separated into
deterministic and stochastic parts.
In the frequency domain model, the stochastic part of a variable is calculated as
a PSD (Power Spectral Density). The deterministic part is calculated as a series
of Fourier coefficients of the periodic signal in the first place" Using an inverse
Fourier transform these series of Fourier coefficients are easilv transformed back
into the time domain as one period of the signal.
By solving the relations between the amplitudes of harmonics in the frequency
domain, transfer function matrices from the input amplitudes of harmonics to the
output amplitudes of harmonics are obtained. These transfer function matrices are
used to determine the stochastic parts and the deterministic parts of the output
variables separately according to conventional frequency domain methods.
The output from the transfer function matrices are the amplitudes of the harmon-
ics of the loads. Each amplitude has a PSD which represents the stochastic part of
the amplitude and a constant complex number which represents the deterministic
part of the amplitude.
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The final task is to transform the amplitudes of harmonics of a load to the load
itself. This is also done separately for the stochastic part and the deterministic
part of the load.
The complex numbers representing the deterministic parts of the amplitudes of the
series of all the harmonics of the load are simply the series of Fourier coefficients
of the deterministic part of the load" These can inturn be transformed into one
period of a periodic signal as explained above"
Likewise, the PSD's representing the stochastic parts of the amplitudes of the
harmonics of the load shape the PSD of the stochastic part of the load itself" It
is shown that the PSD of the load itself is determined, superimposing the narrow
PSD's of the amplitudes of harmonics on the frequency axis according to their
orders"
Test runs with Design Basis 2 have shown that the frequency domain code cal-
culates up to 200 times faster than the time domain code. The rapid execution
makes the frequency domain code eminently suited for parameter studies aiming
at investigating the effect of changes in structural and aerodynamic parameters.
As previously mentioned, an important objective of the modelling of the wind tur-
bine structure is to improve the understanding of the physics of the structure" The
frequency domain models produce PSD's of the loads on the structure whereas
time domain rnodels produce time series. These PSD's provide more physical in-
formation than the time series because the PSD's clearly reveal the interaction
between the harmonics in the rotor speed and the eigenfrequencies in the structure.
To get a PSD output from time domain models it must be generated from a time
series. In principle, this is an easy task but it does require an extra effort on top of
the time consuming calculation of time series. The improved understanding of the
physics through the PSD's is obtained directly by the frequency domain models"
Another objective of the modelling of the wind turbine structure is to predict the
fatigue lifetime and the extreme loads.
The conventional methods for predicting fatigue is to make rainflow counting on
time series. However, Bishop and Zhihua [14] have developed fatigue methods
based on PSD's. As expounded later, the knowledge from the present frequency
domain model could be used in a refined frequency domain approach. A future
development of such a method could be interesting"
For the calculations of extreme values, the time domain approach is to run through
the time series looking for maximum and minimum. In the frequency domain,
Davenport's method [1] of derivation of extremes from PSD's is a very simple and
solid approach which has been adapted to wind turbines by Madsen [2] combining
the influence of the deterministic and stochastic parts. Thus, it is a simple task
to extend the frequency domain model with extreme value determinations.
The frequency domain model is implemented along rvith an analogous time domain
model in the Riso PC code Design Basis 2. Therefore, Design Basis 2 is used to
verify the frequency domain model comparing loads on the structure calculated
with the frequency domain model both to loads calculated with the time domain
model and to measured loads. Examples show that frequency and time domain
calculations of typieal PSD's of the stochastic parts of the loads are in good
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agreement. For the deterministic parts of the loads, the agreement is excellent,
which is a weighty verification of the transfer functions that are used by the
stochastic as well as the deterministic calculations"
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fntroduction
The report offers a detailed description of the development of a frequency domain
model of the structure of an operating horizontal axis wind turbine.
The inputs to the wind turbine system are external loads on the structure, i.e.
wind loads, gravity loads, and centrifugal loads" In section 2, the external wind
speeds experienced by the blades are decomposed into surrs of harmonics in the
(constant) angular speed of the rotor"
It is assumed that the structural variables of the wind turbine are sums of harmon-
ics in general" In appendix A a set of the relevant linear and non-linear relations
between blade and tower variables are then transformed into linear relations be-
tween the amplitudes of the harmonics of the variables" These linear relations are
readily transformed into the frequency domain. The result is presented in section 2
as a transformation lable. Using this table, the concrete transformations to Fourier
transforms of amplitudes of harmonics are straight forward.
The generalized equations of motion related to blade and tower loads are estab-
lished in a general matrix form in section 3. The non-linear azimuth dependence
due to transformations between blade and tower coordinate svstems are included
in the formulation of the equations"
The generalized external loads on the right sides of the blade equations of motion
are readily transformed into the Fourier transforms of amplitudes of the harmonics"
The generalized external loads on the right sides of the tower equations of motion
are expressed as sums of contributions from external blade root loads" Using the
transformation table, this relation is transformed into the frequency domain as
a constant complex transfer function matrix from amplitudes of harmonics of
external blade root loads to amplitudes of harmonics of generalized external tower
loads.
Using the transformation table, the left side of the generalized equations of mo-
tion are transformed and solved in the frequency domain. Thus, the Fourier trans-
forms of the amplitudes of harmonics of the modal amplitudes are determined by
a transfer function matrix. The immediate inputs to the transfer function matrix
are Fourier transforms of amplitudes of harmonics of generalized external loads"
Combining this transfer function matrix with the generalized tower load transfer
function matrix mentioned above, a new transfer function matrix is then deter-
mined with Fourier transforms of amplitudes of harmonics of erlernal single blade
loads as the only inputs and amplitudes of harmonics of the modal amplitudes as
outputs.
In order to determine the internal elastic loads in sections of blades and tower, the
equations of equilibrium are established in section 4. The equations determine the
internal loads as sums of external blade loads, inertia loads, etc. integrated from
the blade tips to the considered sections.
Using the transformation table to transform these equations to relations between
Fourier transforms of amplitudes of harmonics the final transfer function matri-
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ces concerning amplitudes of harmonics from only external single blade loads to
internal elastic loads are determined.
In section 5 it is shown how to determine the deterministic parts of the internal
elastic loads" The deterministic variables are Fourier series which represent sums
of harmonics with constant complex amplitudes of the harmonics. The transfer
function matrices are used at the amplitude frequency Ac.r = 0 to determine the
relations between the constant amplitudes of harmonics. Thus determining the
Fourier coefficients of the internal elastic loads, the periodic response is determined
versus time or versus azimuth angle.
In section 6 it is shown how to determine the stochastic parts of the internal
elastic loads. First, the cross power spectrum matrices between the amplitudes of
harmonics of external single blade turbulence loads are determined using numeric
integration as described in appendix D. Using these cross power spectrum matri-
ces as input to the transfer function matrices with external single blade loads as
the only stochastic inputs, the power spectra of the amplitudes of harmonics of
the internal elastic loads are determined. The power spectra of the internal elastic
loads themselves are determined, placing the narrow power spectra of the ampli-
tudes of harmonics on the frequency axis according to their orders. This simple
power spectrum relation between variables and their amplitudes of harmonics is
derived in appendix B.
In section 7, Design Basis 2 is used to make a limited verification of the frequency
domain model comparing internal elastic loads calculated with the frequency do-
main rnodel to loads calculated with the time domain model and to measured
loads. Showing good agreement with measurements and excelent agreement with
time simulation the present frequency domain method is trustworthy.
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2
of
Tbansformations to Fourier transforms
amplitudes of harmonics
The rotating blade coordinate systems (rr,Ur, zr) arc defined in figure 2.1, rotating
the hub coordinate system (rn,An z6) fixed to the tip of the nacelle with the
azimuth angle 0 about t'he yl, axis"
Figare 2.1" The lransformalions from the hub coordinate syslem (rn,y^, z6) to lhe
rotating blade coordinale systems (rr,yr,zr) are delermined by the instanlaneous
azimath posil ions 0 of the blades.
According to figure 2"I, the transformation is
)(,1)( " )  [ cos0 0  -s in0010s ind  0  eos0 (2 "1 )
Assuming that the blades rotate with the constant angular speed cus, the azimuth
angles of the blades are determined by
(2-2)
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O ( t , b )  =  u o t  + 0 0 ( b )
in which b is an integer blade index in the interval
0<b<B
and ds(b) is the init ial azimuth position of blade D" B in (2.3) is the number of
blades" Assuming identical azimuth angles between neighbouring blades,
(2.3)
(2.4)
(2.5)
(2.8)
(2.6)
(2.7)
Inserting the time dependence of the azimuth angle (2.2) in the expansion (2.5)
yields the turbulence wind speed at the rotating blade coordinate position (0,0, z")
on blade b
in which 9ss is the initial azimuth position of blade b = 0.
Considering only the y6 component of the turbulence wind speed, and using the
polar coordinat es (zr, d), the turbulence wind speed is defined as a field u(t, z, ,0)
in the rotor disk. Expandingy(t,2,,0) in the azimuth angle 0 yields
oo(b) = T + l,oo
a( t , z , , o )  =  i  t " , y ( t , 2 , )e ine
with the azimuth expansion coefffrcients
1 l27r
6p1(t ,2,)  = 
*  J,  
u(t ,2, ,07 e- i"o d0
@
u(t ,b,  z,)  = t  061(t ,b,  z,)  t inwot
n = - @
i py ( t ,b ,  z , )  =  . ineo9)  6yy( t ,  z , )
iyy$,01 = 
"inoo(b) i61t1
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Thus, a(t,b,z") is a sum of harmonics 061(t,b, zr)dna"ol itr the angular speed ars,
and the ampl i tude of  the n ' th harmonic of  u( t ,b,zr)
determines the size as well as the phase of the n'th harmonic.
In general, for a wind turbine with symmetric rotor, any blade variable /(1,6) is
a sum of harmonics in the angular speed cus of the blade rotation, i.e.
f (t,b) = 
, j"" f1"1(t, 
b) d"ot (2.9)
and the amplitudes l{,,}(t,b) of the harmonics on blade b are determined by
(2.10)
11
In general,f{^}(t) is not the result of an azimuth expansion. According to (2.10),
the size of the amplitude of the n'th harmonic is independent of the particular
blade and given by
l / t " r ( r ,b ) l -1 f i " ] ( t ) l
whereas the angle depends on the partieular blade and is given by
Liut (r,6) = Liw(t) + nos(b)
( 2 . 1 1 )
(2.16)
(2.r2)
Thus having the same size as the amplitude of harmonic of any blade according
to (2"11), and moreover holding the phase offset according to (2.12), fi*l(t) is
denoted the generic amplitude of the n'th harmonic of the blade variable f (t,b)"
A tower variable /(t) is also a sum of harmonics in the angular speed c.re of the
blade rotation. However, assuming symmetry tower variables include only those
orders of harmonics that are multipla of the number of blades B, i"e.
and the amplitudes fifrg] (t) of the
plitudes of harmonics ft3s1(l) and
according to
i to"t(r )  = dfraoo(D) fpa{t1
Note that deBao(D) is actually independent of the
using the initial azimuth angles (2"4) to show
JkBqo(b) :  akBqoo
In appendix A, (2.9) is Fourier transformed and
ip1$,b) have the Fourier transformed F(*,6) and
(2.9) is replaced by
F(cu,b) = i 4"1(, -nws,b)
/ ( r)= i  i rn"t( t )d*n'ot
t = - m
(2 .13)
harmonics are determined by the generic am-
the initial azimuth angle 0o(b) of any blade b
(2.r4)
blade index b, which is seen
(2"15)
it is shown that if f(r, b) and
F1rrl (Ac.r, D) respectively, then
and if f1"1(t; has the Fourier transformed F1,.1(A") then the relation (2"10) is
replaced by
F1,1(Ac.r ,b)  = fnoo(b) {"1(A,. , ; (2.r7)
Here Aar substitutes for the frequency of the amplitude of the n'th harmonic in
(2.16) ,  i .e .
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Ac. l  =  u - f tu )g
Likewise, (2.13) is replaced by
@
r ( r )  =  I  F { *n } (u -kBws , \
/c=- oo
and (2.14) is replaced by
(2 .18)
Flra)(Ar)  -  daao(o) Fgay (Ar) (2.20)
substituting Ac"r for the frequency of the amplitude of the &B'th harmonic in
(2 .19) ,  i .e .
A c . r - w - k B u o
(2 .1e)
(2"2r)
Concerning the turbulence wind speeds experienced by the blade",V61(Ar, z") is
determined as the Fourier transform of the n'th azimuth expansion coefficient of
the turbulence wind speed field u(t, zr,0). Therefore, the relevant frequency range
of tp1(Ar,z") is limited to the relevant frequency range of the turbulence wind
speed field. These frequencies are destinctively smaller than the angular speed of
wind turbine rotor. Thus, the relevant frequency range of the amplitudes
lA , (2"22)
Therefore, the aliasing between the neighbouring harmonics in (2.16) is not con-
sidered any further.
In appendix A, linear as well as azimuth dependent non-linear relations between
instantaneous values of blade variables * 
.f(t,b) and tower variables as /(t) are
studied. Relations are transformed to relations between Fourier transforms of am-
plitudes of harmonics. The results of these transformations are listed in table 2.1.
Note that the blade variables are charactarized by the blade index D-parameter.
r< +
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No Instantaneous values Fourier transforms of amplitudes of harmonics
1 f( t ,b)  = a1f{ t ,b)  }  a2f2( t ,b) F1,1(Ac.,) = orFr{,,}(Ar) + azFz{n}(Ar)
2 f  ( t ,b) = f  , '^ ' , '  g( t ,b,  z6) d,z6
t '
- t
F1"t(Ao) = |  GUt(Ar,  z6) dz6
.J  , ,  -
3 f( t)  = atft( t)  + 
"zfz(t) Fpce\(Ar)  = or4{rs}(Ar)  *  a2F2y,a1(Acu)
4 f (t) = f r(t, D) Flta)(Ar)
o
B _ L
f  ( t )  =  |  .o t  0( t ,b)  s( t ,b)
D=0
Fi"n\(Ar) = 2 Gv"-r1(A,.,)
R
+ ;  Gl ra+r) (Ar)
6
B- r
f ( t )  =  |  s in  O(t ,b)  s( t ,b)
D=0
Fy,nl(Ar) = - + Gp,n-4(Ar)
,  
j B a  
,
+ " ,  Gpa+\  (Ar)
7 f ( t ,b) = s(t) Ft*"t(Ar) = Gpnl(Ar)
8 f  ( t ,b )
Fpn-\ (ar)  = !Gpat(ar)
Flxa+t\ (ar) = I r u"r(ar)
I f ( t ,b )  -  s in  0 ( t ,b )  s ( t )
Fp,a-r1(Ac",) = t Guur(Ar)
4ra+r)(Ar) = -{  Gp"t(Ar)
10 f ( t ,b )  =  i ( t ,b ) F1"1(Ac..') = i(nro + Ac,,.') Gbl (Ar)
1 1 f(t) = rt(r) Fpal (Ar) = j(kBus * Acu) G$a\ (Ar)
Table 2.1. The transformations of instantaneous relations between blade and lower
uariables inlo relations between Fourier lransforms of ampliludes of harmonics"
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3 Generalized equations of motion
The structure of the wind turbine is separated into a rotating part represented by
a number B of blade beams and a non-rotating part represented by a tower bearn.
A blade beam is defined by the structural data of an actual blade and an appro-
priate part of the hub, whereas the torver beam is defined by the structural data
of the nacelle, the actual tower, and the tower foundation. The flexibility of the
structure is decomposed into modes that are flexible only on a single beam, i.e.
blade modes and tower modes. Still, the flexibilities of shaft torsion and induction
generator slip are included in the model. This is possible because these modes
couple to other modes like the tower modes.
The mass distribution of the rotor is assumed to be symmetric, i.e. the tilt and
yaw moments of inertia are independent of the instantaneous azimuth positions
of the blades. Considering wind turbines with a number of blades B > 3 this is
the case if the angle between neighbouring blades is f; and the mass distribution
is identical on each blade. Likewise, the aerodynamic properties of the blades are
assumed to be identical.
The generalized equations of motion are equations of generalized load equilibria
related to the selected modes. Each equilibrium is established in the coordinate
system where the respective mode is defined.
Each blade mode is defined in a rotating blade coordinate system. A blade coor-
dinate system is determined by a sequence of transformations from the rotating
blade coordinate system (rr,Ar,zr) defined in figure 2.1. That way, coning of the
rotor and constant pitching of the directions of the blade modes is included in the
structural model in Design Basis 2. In the present frequency domain modelling
the only restriction on the transformations is that eventual time dependence can
be expressed by the modal amplitudes of the blade modes.
The modal amplitudes concerning each blade D are expressed as a vector qD(t, b).
Including the first flapwise and the first edgewise mode in Design Basis 2 as
described by Larsen [12] each blade 6 has a qa(t,D) vector with two elements"
Likewise, each tower mode is defined in a tower coordinate system" A tower coor-
dinate system is determined by a sequence of transformations from the hub coor-
dinate system (rn,yn, z6) defined in figure 2.1. That way, tilt angle and yaw error
are included in the structural model in Design Basis 2. In the present frequency
domain modelling the only restriction on the transformations is that eventual time
dependences can be expressed by the modal amplitudes of the tower modes"
The modal amplitudes of the tower modes are expressed as a vector Ar(t). Including
two backwards tower bending modes, one sidewards tower bending mode, one
tower torsion mode, one shaft torsion mode, and one generator mode in Design
Basis 2 as described by Larsen [12] the q1(t) vector gets six elements.
The generalized equations of motion concerning the loads on each blade D can be
written in the general matrix form
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m66 i j6(t,b) + c66 q6(t,b) + kaa %(t,b) +
(*0, + rn!!" cos 0(t,b) + rnii," sin 0(t,b)) qr(t) +
("r,  + c!! '  cos 0(t,b) + c! i ,"  sina(t,b)) d,(t) +
(ku, + &ffu cos O(t,b) + ft i ' i  s in 0(t,b)) qr(r) = (3"1)
t la ( ra )  a ( t ,b ,z6)  dz6
The right side of (3"2) is the generalized external turbulence loads. Thus, ila(ra)
is a vector with an element for each blade mode" It involves aero load influence
coefficients to determine the slope from wind speed to aero load and it involves
the mode shapes of the selected blade modes" Using aero load influence coefficients
that are independent of time and consequently independent of the azimuth angle
assures that the t[a(ra) vector is independent of time.
The left side is the sum of generalized internal and aerodynamic feedback loads
related to the modal amplitudes gD(r, b) and qr(t) and their derivatives. Assuming
small deflections in g6(t, D) and et(l) only first order dependences are included in
(3.2)"
Note that the blades are coupled only through the tower. This coupling is ex-
pressed by blade loads related to tower displacement, velocity, and acceleration"
The transformation from the hub coordinate system to the rotor coordinate system
causes the azimuth dependence of these contributions.
The generalized equations of motion concerning the loads on the tower can be
written in the general matrix form
(*ro + rn!! '  cos 0(t,b) * * i i '  s inO(t,b)) qD(t,D) +
(tto * 
"if" 
cos d(1, b) s ind( t ,D) )  da( r ,6)  +
sin0(t ,6))  q6(1,  b)  *(kro + &ff '  cos 0(t,b)
mtt ,it(t) * c11 q1(t) + ktt qt(t) =
(Arr, + A;? cos d(t, D) + .48t" sin g(d, b))
(3.2)
Va"(za)  a ( t ,b ,z6)  dz6
The right side of (3"2) is the generalized external tower turbulence loads. Assuming
that the external turbulence loads arise only on the blades, they are sums of
1,"
B - 1
t
D=0
B - 1
s/ ,
D=0
B - r
t
D=0
B - r
T
D=0
A1
I,'
+ c;i,'
+ eil"
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contributions from each blade. Thus, ilta"(zo) is a vector with values that ensures
that the integral determines the blade root moments and blade root forces. These
blade root loads are transformed from the rotor coordinate systems to the hub
coordinate system by A>a,"( r), Afi,(26), and /i!"(ra). In the hub coordinate
system the contributions from all the blades a.re summed and finally A1 determines
the transformation of the summed loads to genera.lized tower loads.
The left side is the sum of generalized internal and aerodynamic feedback loads
caused by the modal amplitudes q6(t, D) and qr(t)"Assuming small deflections in
qb(t,b) and q1(t) only first order dependences are included in (3.2).
Note the azimuth dependence of the g6(t, b) dependent contributions to the gener-
alized tower loads. The transformation from the rotor coordinate systems to the
hub coordinate system causes this azimuth dependence.
Now the equations are established in the time domain in a general matrix form in
(3.2) and (3.2)" The remainding task of this section is to solve these equations in
the frequency domain.
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3"1 Generalized external blade loads
The generalized external turbulence loads in the blade equations of motion (3.2)
are determined by the integral
! [a(za) u(t ,b,  z6) dz6 ( 3 . 1 . 1 )
where the weight function Va("a) is a vector with elements involving blade aero
load influence coefficients and blade mode shapes"
Now (3.1.1) is replaced by relations between the Fourier transforms of the generic
amplitudes of harmonics of u(t, b, ra) and 96(1, b) respectively. The replacement
is done using transformation 1 in table 2.1 on the integrand, and subsequently
transformation 2 on the integral. The transformed relations then become
rlo("0) V6.1(Lu, z6) dz6 (3 .1 .2 )
sb(t,b) = Irt
- f L
Grt,.t (Ae..,') - I
Jo
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3"2 Summed external blade root loads
The summed external blade root turbulence loads in the tower equations of mo-
tion (3.2) are determined as the sum of the external blade root turbulence loads
transfered to non-rotating coordinates
pg;,(t) =
B - L
D (Aru, + /i? cos d(t, b) + ,433" sin g(1, o)) pf;it(t,u)
D=0
(3 .2 .1 )
where the external turbulence blade root moments and forces can be expressed as
(3.2.3)
Summing each term individually and applying the transformations 3, 4, 5, and 6
from table 2.1, (3.2"2) is replaced by
(3.2.2)
Using transformation 2 in table 2.1, (3"2"2) is replaced by the corresponding rela-
tions between the Fourier transforms of the generic amplitudes of the harmonics
tL
pf: '( t ,b) = 
J, 
{ta,(ru) u(t,b, z6) dz6
Fffi,t(ar) = 
lr" 
va"(za) 7r")(Ar, z6) dz6
Piilv"t(ar) =
+
+
(t on, * o*.) prrln"-,t(a,)
B Azu, F;fio"t(ar)
(* or,. + * ovr,) Pr!lra+,t(4,)
rittenwhich is conviniently w
Cza,
(3.2.4)
(3.2.5)
( F;:ir"-'1(a') \
Pffil,.,"t (Ar) = C>a, I p,r,'-"1^rl I
\ Fr','rr."-" (^r) /
where the constant complex matrix is defined as
iE_
,
( n
\ T ,4"ji" | 
" 
oro, | + ,;:"" + ry ,iu ) (3'2'6)
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3,3 Generalized external tower loads
The generalized external turbulence loads in the tower equations of motion (3.2)
are now determined by the simple transformation
gt(t) : At pfff,(t) (3 .3"1)
where the summed external turbulence blade root moments and forcer pifat"(t)
were evaluated in subsection 3.2"
According to transformation 3 in table 2"1, (3"3"1) is transformed to
Gt{xn1(ar) = t, psilval(Ar) (s.s.2)
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3.4 Generalized mechanical impedances
Defining the generalized feedback loads
fau( t ,b)  = m66 Q6(t ,b)  * cm u( t ,b)  + k66 q6( t ,b)  (9.4.1)
far(t ,b) = (*0, + rnt!" cos 0(t,b) + rn; ' i  sin0(t,b) ) , i r !)
+ ("0, * 
"3?' cosg(t,b) + ci i ,n sin 0(t,b) ) d,(r)
+ (ko, + ,bf!" cos 0(t,b) + ei ' i  sin O(t,b) ) q,(r) (9.4.2)
B - r
f*(t) = 
f  
(*ru + rzrff" cos 0(t,b) + miin sin 0(t,b) ) qr(r,a)
B _ L
+ 
f 
(r,o + cffu cos 0(t,b) + rii" sind(r,b) ) uu(t,uy
B - r
+ t  (kro + kf6"" cos 0(t ,b) + &i i "  s in 0(t ,b) )  qr(r ,a) (3.4.g)
D=0
f"(t) = mtt t it(t) + ctt qt(t) + kn qt(t) (3.4.4)
the equations of motion (3.2) and (3"2) are reduced to
fm( t ,b )  +  fo r ( t ,b )  =  sb ( t ,b )
fta(t1 + f"(t) = st(t)
Fa4*j (Ar)
where the mechanical impedance
Zm(r) = (jr)' *oo * jw c66 + lcao
Zp1(A ,w)=Z(wo*Acu)
(3.4.7) can be written
Faa1"y(Ac.r) = Zuab\(Ar) Qopl(Ar)
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(3.4.5)
(3.4.6)
where gu(t,b) is defined according to (3.1.1) and 91(t) is defined according to
(3.3.1) and (3.2.2). Combining transformation 10 and 1 from table 2.1, (3.4.1) is
now transformed to
(3.4.7)
Shortening the mechanical impedances concerning amplitudes of harmonics ac-
cording to
(3.4.8)
(3.4.e)
(3.4.10)
2 l
Combining transformation II,7,8, 9, and
to
1 from table 2"1, (3"4"2) is transformed
Frr$u-r1(A", )  = Zn{u ' } (Ar)  Qt{ rn}(Ar)
For{ru} (ar) - zlrv"} (a") 0,1ra1(Ar)
4t{*r+r}(Ar) = Z{rv"l  (Ar) 0t1ra1(Aa.')
where the mechanical impedances
(3 .4 .11)
(3.4"r2)
(3.4.13)
((j,)' -;?"
((r")' '',il"
Z oa {* a -r 1 (A,.,) Q a p, a - 4(Ar)
Z*tr"\(Ar) Qqrcnl(Ar)
i f  n  = kB -  I ,
';;' + e;i')
a;r + e;'i)
+ e;i")
+ e;"')
G613s1(Au)
z*(')
zf,(,) = (jr) '  *at * jw a67 + lcat
z{,(') ((jr)' *87"
((rr)' *i|'
+ ju
* j w
1
2
,,
- r ,
+ jr rii"
+ ,kr c;""
1
2
J_
2
(3.4.14)
(3.4.15)
are shortened according to (3.a.9) in (3.4"11),  (3.4.12),  and (3"4"13).
Transforming the blade equations of motion (3.4.5) according to transformation
1 in table 2.1,  insert ing (3"4"10) and (3.4.11),  (3"4.12),  and (3.4"13) respect ively
yields
(3"4"16)
(3"4.17)
+
Go$"-rt(Ar)
Zoo{rn} (Ar)
zft$s\ (ar)
i f n = & B , a n d
Q;ry"1(Ar)
Qts4(Lw)
+
Z aq{x a +tr (Ar) 0o1ra+r I  (Ar)
Z o*, tr 
"l 
(A') Q t {r B} (A')
(3.4"18)
(3.4.1e)
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Ga{ra+r}(Ar)
i f n = k B + I "
Concerning 3 bladed wind turbines, an arbitraryly selected n can always be ex-
pressed as kB - I,lcB, or kB * 1. For the sake of completeness, concerning wind
turbines with more than 3 blades, some of the orders of blade harmonics are
not coupled to any kB'th order of tower harmonics, and consequently the blade
equations of motion concerning amplitudes of such orders are simply
Zmb\ (Ar) Qo{^}(Ar) = Go{^}(Ar)
Combining transformation 10, 4, 5, 6, and 3, (3.4.3) is transformed to
(3.4.20)
Fta{*a} (Ar) =
+
+
where the mechanical
z,o@) =
zfu@) =
z;*o@) =
zitr" 
-r1 (A') Q oP 
" 
-r1(a')
zlo{0"}(ar) Qo$"}(ar)
z{r{r n +*(Ar) Q a{r, a +q(Ar)
impedances
j, ,i?"
j, 
"lT
*i3"
rn;i,'
B
T
jB
2
j, 
"i?"
j" 
"7f
n ((iw)z mr6 * ju q6 + kta)
"t ((i,)' *i?" +
t+ (i,)'^ir +
((j")'
((j,)'
+ k;;')
+ e;r)
(3.4.21)
(3"4.22)
(3.4.23)
(3.4.24)
+ fri;')
+ eil")
Combining transformation 11 and 3, (3.4.4) is transformed to
Ftt{r ,B} (Ar)  = Zt t {kB} (Ar)  Q4ra{Lw)
where the mechanical impedance
(3.4.25)
Z"(r) = (jr) ' *r, * jw cs * kn (3.4.26)
Ttansforming the generalized tower equations of motion (3.4.6) according to trans-
formation 3 and inserting (3.4.21) and (3.4.25) yields
Zifu"-r1(A,. , )  Qop"-r1(Ar) +
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zfuv"t (ar) Qopul (ar) +
zft$n+,,1(a') Qq*a-v4(a') +
Zn{kB} (Ar) Qtycal (Ar) = Gt{r,n} (Ar) (3.4.27)
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3.5 Modal amplitudes
The equat ions (3.4.17),  (3.4.18),  (3.4.19),  and (3.4.27) def ine a l inear system con-
cerning amplitudes of (kB - 1)'th, kB'th, and (&B* 1)'th blade harmonics coupled
with amplitudes of kB'th torver harmonics
Zpca\(Ar)  
[
Qop"-r1 (Ar)
Qop"1(Ar)
Qapa+r1(4, )
Qt{*a} (A')
Go{u"-r}  (ar)
Ga$n\ (Ar)
Ga$n+\ (ar)
G4rB\ (Ar)
(3 .5 .1 )
(3.5.2)
(3.5.3)
(3.5.4)
(3.5.5)
where the matrix concerning the generalized mechanical impedances is
Zpn\(Ar)  =
Zau{*n-r1(A,.r) 0 0 Zito"t(Ar)
0 Zm{*n} (Ar) 0 zlrru"r(L,w)
0 0 Zaqxaary (Ar) zdr+n"t (ar)
Zlopa_ry (Ar) Zlo{0"} (Ar) zla!,n+0(a') Zt t {kB1 '  (Ar )
Solving (3.5.1) y ie lds
QaP'n-t1(Ac,r) Go{un-r1(Ac.r)
Qopul (4,)
= I{pn}(Ar) Gu{*s} (Ar)
Qur,n+t\ (Ar) Ga{ra+\  (ar)
QtItn\  (4,) Gt{xa1 (Ar)
where the transfer function matrix is determined as the inverted generalized me-
chanical impedance matrix defined in (3.5.3), i.e"
For the sake of completeness, concerning wind turbines with more than 3 blades,
(3.4.20) concerning blade harmonics that are not coupled with any tower harmon-
ics yields
Hy,a\(Ar) = ztlnt(Ar)
Q{"} (Ar) = Hb} (Ar) G{^} (Ar)
where the transfer function matrix is simply
H{n}(Ar) = z;o\*r(tu)
Riso-R-749(BN)
(3.5.6)
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The transfer functions derived so far in this section concerning orders of harmon-
ics coupling blades and tower are the transfer function matrix summing blade
root loads (3.2"5), the transfer function matrix from summed blade root loads
to generalized tower loads (3"3"2), and the central transfer function matrix from
generalized loads to modal amplitudes (3.5.3)"
Those transfer functions are combined in the block diagram figure 3.5.1, thus
illustrating the total transfer function matrix from pure external single blade loads
to modal amplitudes of blade modes as well as tower nnodes.
Qqnn-r1(Acu) ta-r1(Ac.r)
(ar) (ar)
(ar) (ar)
lf{ir"-* (A')
PfIft"t (Ar) (ar) (ar)
lffhr*'t (a')
Figure 3"5"1" Block diagram af the transfer function matrir nitrbt(Ar) from e*
ternal blade loads to modal amplitudes"
The only inputs to the transfer function matrix are amplitudes of harmonics of
external single blade loads. That ensures that the transfer function matrix can be
used along with the cross power spectrum matrix between these inputs to deter-
mine the power spectra of the outputs. The transfer function matri* ni"rbt(Ar)
is defined according to figure 3.5"1 by
Go{r"-ry(Ac.r)
Qqxn-r1(Acu; Ga$o\ (Ar)
Qap,ey (A,)
= nif'nt(A") Ga$n+\ (A") (3.5.7)
Qap,aa4(ar) F;:io"-rr(d',)
P;:lr"r(t )
Ffflo"*rt(ar)
Now each row of nifbl (Ar) determines an amplitude of a harmonic of a modal
amplitude related to eifher blade or tower. The inputs are integrals of amplitudes
of harmonics of wind speed in the similar forms (3.1.2) and (3.2.3).
Thus, the remaining problem is simply to determine Hifh (Acu) using only the
transfer functions defined in figure 3.5.1" Inspecting figure 3.5.1 the transfer func-
tion matrix l/1rrt(Ar) must be separated into a generalized blade loads input
part and a generalized tower loads input part, i.e.
0r1r11(At ' )
H 1tat(Ar)
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in which the sub matrices Hga\ [Ga](Ar) and //1rr1[Gr]1A,c.,) are defined accord-
ing to
Qo{*"- r1(Acu)
Qopul (Ar)
= Hpnj [Ga](Ac.r)
Qopn+4(ar)
Qt{*n} (Ar)
Hpn\ (Ar) - ( np4lGa(ar) | a1ory1c,11ar1 )
+ Hp,ol [G1](Ac.r)
Inserting (3.3.2) and subsequently (3.2.5) in (3
Qop"-r1(Ar)
Qogtl  (Ar)
Qa$n+i(ar)
Qt{xn}  (Ar)
H tu"\  [G6](Aar) Go$"\ (Ar) +
Go!,8+t\ (Ar)
( F;:ir"-,1(a,) \
Hpa\ [c,](er) At Czo, I Fr'f,'-"il"") |\ffi
which is equvivalent to the definition (3.5.7) substituting
niibt(ar) = ( r1*"rlcal(ar) | r1or1[c,](4,) At C>v
(^
:ld
G
-
rrDl
B \
yi,
r { }
e)
G,
"5. t
{
1 ]
)
blkB'.
{eB+
,  Lw
Go$"-r j  (ar)
(3.5.8)
(3.5.e)
(3 .5 .10)
(3 .5 .11)
)
Ar)
(A,
Gt$u- r1(Acu)
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4 Internal elastic loads
The internal elastic loads in sections of blades and tower are determined in this
section, using the modal amplitudes determined in section 3. Computing internal
loads in a structure, various methods are discussed by Hurty and Rubinstein [8]"
The method refered to as Method 2 in [8] is used here because it gives proper
results even with very few modes" This method make use of the load equilibria
in any section of the sturcture. The internal elastic loads pr" unit length in the
section is determined as the sum of other loads, i.e" external loads, inertial loads,
damping loads, and eventual geometric stiffness according to
f , ( t , 21  =  f : " ( t , z ) : L *uQ)  q , ( t )  -
d = 1
f 'r(") qr(r) - Irr(r) q;(rxa"l)
i = l  i - l
Now, consider a cantilever beam with the length ,L fastened at z = 0 and with a
load pr. unit length according to (4"1)"The internal elastic moments and forces in
section zg of the beam are then determined according to
m(t, zs) =
f (t, to) =
( t  -  to)  f , ( t ,z)  dz
f  
" ( t ,  z )  dz
l,:
l":
(4"2)
(4"3)
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4.L Internal elastic blade loads
Establishing the load equilibria as (a.1) in the sections of the rotating blade beams
and using load integrals similar with (4.2) and (a.3), the internal elastic moments
and forces in the blade section Z6e c&n be written in the general form
pbs( t ,b ,  zur )  =  (4 .1 .1 )
1L
/ Vo, (za, , za) u(t , b, z6) dz6
J  z a ,
- masa(za,) qa(r, b) ca,a(za,) qa(t,b) Ic*u(zo,) qb(t,b)
(*o,r(to,) + *E?lQa,) cosd(t,b) + *". ' !r(rt ,)  sin O(t,b)) , i r !)
(c6,1(26,) *
"E?iQr,) cos 0(t,b) + ci',",(26,) sin e\,b)) qr(t)
(ko,r(ro,) + e33i("r") cosd(1,6) + ei ' , l (rr,)  sin 0(t,b)) qt(t)
Denoting the external term of the loads
pE:'(t ,b, za,) = f t  Va,(za, ,  z6) u(t,b, z6) d,z6
J  z a ,
(4. r .2)
and using the transformations in table 2.I, (4.1.2) is replaced by
Fr,{ou-r1(Ac.r , zbs) = F'f{luu-rt(A,w, 26,)
Za,o{x a -1} (Ac,l, za) Q uU,B- r} (Ar)
Zit lrny (Ar, zo) Qty,H (A") (4.1.3)
i f  n  = kB -  l ,
Fo,{ru}(A,u, 26,) = F'f{ioq(tu, zb,)
Za,alt  B\ (Ar, zt,)  Qu{,r1(Ar)
Zl, ty,n\ (Ar, zo) Qt$or(Ar) (4.1.4)
i f  n = kB,
Fo,{0"*r1(Aar,26") = Ff{ lon+rt(Lw,26,)
Z tra1.* s+ry (Ac.,,  za) Q a{ta+l} (Ar)
Z{ , tpa1(Ar ,  zo)  Qt ! ,a t (Ar)  (4.1.5)
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i f n = k B + 1 , a n d
F0,61(Lu, 26,) = P;{i"l(Au, 26,)
Za,r{n} (Ar, zu) Qa{nr(Ar) (4 .1 .6 )
otherwise"
The Fourier transforms of the amplitudes of harmonics of the external loads (4"L.2)
used in (4"1.3),  (4.1"4),  (4.1.5),  and (4.1.6) are determined by
Z6r6(w,zsr) = (jr) ' rnbsh(zbs) + j,.,) cart(zar) + kara(rar) (4.1.8)
z*r(u,26,)  = 
*( i r ) '  * i l i ( ra,)  + iwcf! i (26,)  + ei l i ( ro,))
+ t (ir)'*ill(ra,) * iu ri',')("a,) + ei',')(26,)) (4"1.9)
Zf , r (w,26 , )  =  ( j r ) 'mu, t (za , )  +  j ,  caor (zar )  +  I taor (4 , )  (4 .1"10)
z{,,(w,26,) = 
* 
(ir)' *E?ika,) + ju ,E?iea) + r;;1 za,))
* 
(ir)'*311(ra,) + iu rii, ')(ra,) + &;:l(ze,)) (4.1.11)
shortened according to (3.a"9).
Using the diagonal unit matrix E to define the transfer functions
pfii^t(Ac.,,,,26,) = 
I": 
ll,o,(za, , r) t6y(t, z6) dz5
and the mechanical impedances are
Hw{rn-r1(Ac.; ,  z6r)  =
( 
"  
|  -za,q*n-r1(Ac., ,  ro,)  |  -z i t {nq (Aa,,  ru,)  )
Hw$n\(Ac,,r, z6u) :
(  t  |  -zooa{rn}(Aeu, ro,)  |  -zf , t {xn1(A,u,  "u,)  )
(4.1.7)
(4 .1 .13)
(4"r.r2)
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HarUrn+t1(Acu,26" )  =
( t I -zu,a1*a+r1(Ac.,r, rr,) I -z{,t{*a1(Acu, ,u) )
^r/a"{ , , }  (L,u,26,)  = (  t  |  -Za*{n} (Ar,  ,0,)  )
(4.1.14)
(4 .1 .15)
(4.1.3),  (4. I .4) ,  (4.1.5),  and (4.1.6) respect ively ie lds the output ampl i tudes con-
cerning internal moments and forces expressed as
( ' ; : ir"-11(A,,,,,) \
Fo,{r"-r1(Ac..,, zbs) = Ha,{r,n-r1(Acu,26,) | O*"-("r) | tn 1.16)
\@
( ,;:ir"1(Ac.,,,,,) \
Fo,{r"}(A,u, 26,) = f/a,{ra}(A u, zbs) | O*r, (^") |\ffi
(4.r .17)
( ' ;: ir"+,1(A', '0,) \
4,1ra1r1 (A,u,26,)  = Hr,{*a+r1(Aar,  26,;  I  O"-r-"(^r)  |  fn 1.18)
\@
/ - \
Fu,yy (Aar,26,) = Ha,{n} (Aar,26,) [  
Pa' ir '"1(a' '  
" ' )  )
\  Qo-1 (a ' )  )
(4 .1 .1e)
Thus, using the transfer function matrix nifbt(Ar) the amplitudes of harmonics
of the blade section loads For{u"-r1(A,.,, zar), hr{rra1(Ar, z6r), and 4rira1rl (A,u, z6r)
are determined as illustrated in the block diagram in figure 4.L.L.
Inspecting figure 4.1.1, the conclusive transfer function matrix I/;:fo](Au,zb,)
determining the amplitudes of the p'th harmonics of the blade section loads from
amplitudes of harmonics of only external blade loads is defined as
Pf{lo{Lu, za,)
Go$"-rl (ar)
Gqr,n\ (Ar)
Fu,{r}(Ac.r, 26") = nffiot(A,w, 26,) Go{ra+r} (Ar) (4.1.20)
Pilir"-rt(Lu)
F';:lo"r@'r)
Pffirn+rt (A")
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lf{iu"-'t(A' ' za')
--
lfiiuut(Aur, 26,) H o r { r a - r }  ( L w , 2 6 , s { ra - r } (Ac^ l ,  zb r )
?fflu"*,,t(A.w, 26,) a
t
L'D
q-
L'D
eB- 1]  (Au)
rBl (a(,)
wiibl(t
ia{na-\(a,
Xo*"t(ar) H6,{xa} (Acu, z6r) 3s1(Aeu, z6r)
6{}B+1}  (A ' ) ?qra+4(ar)  \
\L
Xt+*sr(Ar)
Pfflor-rt (A'
f lar{ra+r}  (A;w, 26,
'Ds { tB *1 }  (A 'u ,26 ,?ffir"t (a')
?fff u"*rt(a'
Figure 4"1"1" Block diagram delermining the amplitudes of harmonics of the blade
section loads For{o} (Ar,.,,26r) of orders p = kB - I, IcB, and IcB * I from
amplitudes of harmonics of only erlernal blade loads.
where the harmonic order p can be
p = {
kB- l
KB
kB+1
(4"r.21)
Deriving Htlio{Le,zbs1, Uiihl (4") is separated into
sifbt [Qat*a-rt](A"')
Hifb{Qavni(^')
niibtlQa$s+tl l(A')
niibt [0'1r41](A')
in which the sub transfer function Uif|t[0ap1](Aeu) of any
(4.1.21) determines 6o{p}(Ar,.') according to
nifbt(a") = (4"r.22)
32
of the orders p in
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Go{r"-r} (ar)
Ga$B\ (Ar)
Qout(Ar) = uit'nt[0a1o1](ar; GqrB+l (Ar)
Pfflu"-q(Lu)
F';:iu"r(n")
Pfftou*,,t(a,)
and likewise, HifL{Qrv"il(ar) determines Qr{ra}(Acr) according to
Go$"-t l  (Ar)
G613s1(Ac.;)
Qtgn\ (Ar) = uitLtlQ,voi(Lr) Gu{*a+i(Ar)
(4.1"23)
(4.r.24)
F';:lru-rr(a'r)
F';:luur(t )
Pffixn+,,t (a')
According to the definition (4.1.20) of Hfitrl (Ar,26,), insertion of (4.1.28) and
(4.I.24) in (a.1.3), (4.1.4), and (4.1.5) respeCtively yields the common formula
nf f i x (a 'u ,26 , )  =  ( " lHc , , to t (Ar , r , , ) )  eJ .25)
with the specific influence due to modal amplitudes determined by
H?,p"_11(Ac.,, za,) = - Za,alrs-11(Ac.r, ,b,) Hifb{Qog"_r1](A,.r;
- Zf,st{*11(Ac.r, rb,) Hifb{Qrfr"il(Ar) (4.1.26)
H?,p"y(a,w, 26,) Z*q*o\ (Ar, ,b,) Hi[b [dor*sr](Ar)
Zl,rs"1(Ar, 16,) Hi[b{Q,*"il(Ar) (4.1.27)
H?,{r,n+\(Au, zt ') - Z a, q* n+ r 1 (Ac.,,, b,) H ifrBllQ o g 
" 
+r t] (Ac., )
- Z{,tpa,(A,.,, rb,) Hi|bl[O,torl](Ar) (4.1.28)
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4"2 Internal elastic tower loads
Establishing the load equilibria as (4.1) in the sections of the tower beam and
using load integrals similar with (4.2) and (4.3), the internal elastic moments and
forces in the tower section z1s c&rL be written in the general form
pts(t,, ztr) = (4"2.1)
Atr(zrr) p"fa',(t)
B - l
I (mr,6(zx,) + *i?i?d cos O(t,b) + *iToQ,,) sin 0(t,b)) ,ia(t,b)
D=0
B - t
f (c1o6(zx,) * riSi(r,,) cos0(t,6) + "i l}(r,,) sin0(t,b)) da(t,a;6=0
B - 1
I (&,,6(21,) + ki,T(r,,) cosd(t,&) + kil?(rr,) sind(t,b)) qa(t,b)
D = 0
- trqsr(rr,) , ir(t) + e,t(zt,) q,(t) + k6{4,) q1(t)
where pg;,(t) is defined in (3.2.2), and Ar,(zt,) determines the transformation of
the summed blade root moments and forces to moments and forces at the tower
eoordinate (0, 0, ztr)"
Using the transformations in table 2.1 (4.2.2) is replaced by
Fr,$nj (Ao,21,) = At,(zt,) F'i l i l&"y(Ac.,)
Z urlr 
" 
-ry(Ar, zt,) Q ,4r, B- 11 (Aeu)
Zfsugn\ (Ar,  zt , )  Qa{rn (Ar)
Z{,rg 
" 
*4 (A,u, t, ) Q ,4r, B+r1 (Ac^,,')
Z t , t I *B \ (Lw,21, )  Q1*n t (Ar )  (4 "2 .2 )
where the mechanical impedances
zf,o(w,21,) = tt ((ir)' ^i?ikd + iu riSi(r,,) + &i,"i(",,))
+ (ir)' *i'!.G,,) + i, "ii,l(r,,) + rill(r,,)) (4.2.s)
Zl,6(w,z2n) = B(( j r ) t  mtra(zto) + jw ctot(zt , )  + &r"a(et , ) )  (4.2.4)
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zfio(u, 4,) ((jr)' *i?i(r,,) + j, oili(",,)
((jr)' *iifi(rr,) + j, 
"il?(",,)
P;Xlrr"r(a'")
Qo$"-r1(Acu)
Qop"1(Ar)
Qo$n+q(Ar)
Qt{*n} (Ar)
where the transfer function
Ht,{ tB}(A,u,  zs,)  = (  or , ( r , , )  |  -Zt , {*n}(A,u,  21,)
substituting
F';:lr"-rr(d'r)
F;:lr"r(t )
Ffflr"*,,t (a')
(
I
Fr ,$" \ (Au,  21 , )  =  Hts$B\ (Aw,  z l r )  
|
\
B
2
, JB
- r2
+ ei,'i(21' ))
+ ri: i(",,)) (4.2.5)
Z2r7(u ,21 , )  =  ( j r ) '  mt r t (z t r )  *  ju  c t r t (z t r )  *  l t r , r ( r r r )
are shortened according to (3.4.9).
(4.2.2) can be written in the transfer form
(4.2.6)
(4.2.7)
Zrrpnl  (Ar,  ztr)  = (4.2.9)
( ,;oruu-r1(Ar, ,r,) | zf,o1r"1(Ar, r,,) I zr*,u1ru*r1(Ar, ,r) | ztstlk,r1 (Ar, ,r,) )
Thus, using the transfer function of the amplitudes of harmonics of the modal am-
plitudes Uiibt(Ar) according to (3.5.7), and using the constant complex transfer
of the amplitudes of harmonics of the summed blade root loads Cta" according to
(3.2.5), the amplitudes of harmonics of the tower section loads 4s{ra1(Au,zts)
are determined as illustrated in the block diagram in figure 4.2.t
Inspecting figure 4.2.1, the conclusive transfer functions Hiilr"{Lu,zts) deter-
mining the amplitudes of the kB'th harmonics of the tower section loads from
amplitudes of harmonics of only external blade loads are defined according to
Go$"._11 (ar)
Gq{rat(Ar)
Pr,1ra1(Au, zts) = Hii lo"t(Lu, zts) da{rs+r} (Ar)
(4.2.8)
(4.2.10)
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(ar)
Gb ra-  r t  (Ar)
ra l (Ar)
ra+r) (Ar)
(Acu, z1r)
f iect
!  b r {k - t r ( A r )
P3"! (ar)
F,::l (ar)
Figure 4.2.1" Block diagram delermining the amplitudes of harmonics of the tower
seetion loads Fts{xB} (Ar, z1r) frorn amplitudes of harmonics of onlg edernal blade
loads"
In order to derive Hffioul (Ar, 27,), (4"2"8) is inserted in (4.2"7) yielding
Ft,{kB} (Ao,21,) = Ar,(rr,)  F31ip"1(Au)
Qortn-r1(Ac.r)
- Zrr{xq (Ar.u, z1r) Qo{u"} (A,)
Qo!,8+t\  (A,)
Qflxa\ (A,)
Insert ing (3"2.5), (4.2"I1) yields
4r1ur1(Ae.r ,  z1r)  = Arr(zrr)  C>u,
Qu$"-rt(Ac..r)
-  Ztr{*n1(Ac.r ,  z1r) Qa1m1(A,) (4.2"r2)
Qa$B+r\  (A')
Separating (3.5.7) into
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(4"2.1r)
I / r r { rs}(Au, zts)
b { k B - r t ( A u
ffbr(n'
b{eB} (ar)
D{ra+r} (Ac'r
t1rat(Ar.r)
QtIre at(A")
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Qalrn-r1(A,-,;
Qq*a1(Ar)
Qqra+\  (ar)
Q,p"1(4,)
Gu{,,n-r1(Aar)
= nif'at[ca](Ar) Gou,Bl (ar)
Ga{ra+r} (Ar)
( ,;:ir"-r1(1,) \
+ nitrbtlF'1;t11tu) | F,'J,'-"il",) | tn.r.tr)
\ F,'f,,-"." (^") I
and inserting this in (4.2"12), H::lkr1(Ar,z1,) match the definit ion (a.2.10) with
Hiflr"t(Ar, zt,) = ( u;:ir"1[cr](A, ,,,,) | Hi{lr"t1F;;'11tr,,,) ) @.2.r4)
with the submatrices
Hf{lo"tlG6l(A,u,a,) = - Zr,{r,a}(A,u, rr,) Hiffi [Ga](Ar) (4.2.r5)
and
Hf{lu"t[P1;\(a,u, zr,) = At,(zt,) Czu, Z t,p, a1 (Ar, r; H if'Br [Fae,3'] (Ar)
(4.2.16)
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5 eterministic response
In this section it is shown how to determine the deterministic parts of the internal
elastic loads.
The time dependence of the deterministic inputs is determined only implicit
through the time dependence of the azimuth position. Thus, the deterministic
wind field u(2", 0) has no explicit time parameter as the stochastic turbulence
wind field o(f , zr,0)
Therefore, the deterministic blade variables are sums of harmonics
f( t ,b) = 
,,e/r"t(b) 
. inaot
with constant, amplitudes
11"1(b) = 6ineo(t) i6y
The sum (5.1) is also a Fourier series
termining the periodic time dependence
rotation
T  =  2 T u s
(5.2)
with the Fourier coefficientr j{"}(b) de-
corresponding to the period time of one
(5 "  1 )
(5"3)
(5.4)
(5.5)
According to Newland [7], the Fourier transform of the constant amplitude iUt
is
P1o1(Ac.,.') = ftp1 6(Aar)
where 6(Acu) is the delta function" Inserting (5"4) and the frequency
A a r = 0
in the right column in table 2"1 and deviding by 6(0) yields relations between the
deterministic Fourier coefficients that are similar with the relations between the
stochastic Fourier transforms of amplitudes of harmonics with the simplification
(5.5). Thus, the transfer functions derived in section 3 and section 4 can also be
used to determine the deterministic amplitudes (i.e" Fourier coefficients) if (5.5)
is inserted.
So far, only external aero loads have been included in the model. However, it is
straight forward to extend the model with exitation from deterministic gravity
loads and centrifugal loads as well. Thus, the amplitudes of harmonics of the
determinsitic generalized blade loads are determined by
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1gr.@) = !  Oo.1' ld"t
n = -  1
9t1n1
L(o) =,L i , '1 dno
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II
f L
I  Vu(ro) f l {"}(26) dz6 * iu,1n1 i f  -  1( n ( IJ a
pL
J, 
![a("a) {t61Qa) dz6 otherwise
(5.6)
(5.7)
(5.8)
(5.e)
where the integrals are obtained by (3.1.2) and the amplitudes iu*1n1 are deter-
mined by the expansion of the generalized gravity and centrifugal blade load field
experienced by the rotating blades
Using (3"3.2) and (3.2.5) the amplitudes of harmonics of the determinsitic gener-
alized tower loads are determined as
f ffri_,] \AtC>v I  nn iu  |  +  0 ' .  i f  &=0
\t;*7
g t { k B }  =
otherwise
where 0r* is the generalized tower gravity loads.
Now, (3.5.3) yields the Fourier coefficients of the deterministic modal amplitudes
do1:'a-4 9t1xa-4
%1*n1
= //1ra1(o) 9t1*n1
qb{kB+r} ialxn+4
Qt{kB} g t { k B }
Likewise, the Fourier coefficients of the internal elastic loads are determined mul-
tiplying the tranfer functions in section 4 with appropriate Fourier coefficients
corresponding to the aero, gravity and centrifugal loads.
Thus determining the Fourier coefficients of the internal elastic loads, the periodic
sequence is determined versus time accordiug to (5.1) aud (5.2) or simply versus
the azimuth angle according to
/r;rt_,_ \A,c>u, I ef:U I
\ F"r:'r,,*, )
(5.10)
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which is expressed in reals according to Newland [7] as
L(0) = n{n,r} + i (, n{n,r} cos(nd) z s{fr"r} ,i"1,e1) (b.11)
n = I
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6 Stochastic response
This section aims at determining the power spectra of the modal amplitudes and
the internal elastic loads. This task is separated into 3 steps.
The first step is to determine the cross power spectra between the generic am-
plitudes of harmonics of the edernal single blade turbulence loads. This step is
based on the cross power spectra between the azimuth expansion coefficients of
the turbulence wind speed which are determined in appendix C.
The next step is to determine the power spectrum of the amplitudes of harmonics
of a response, utilizing the transfer functions between the generic amplitudes of
harmonics of only external single blade loads and the response. Those transfer
functions were determined in section 3 and section 4
The final step is to determine the power spectrum of the response from the power
spectra of the generic amplitudes of the harmonics of the response. This step is
based on the conclusion in appendix B concerning the power spectrum of a sum
of harmonics.
The first step is performed in subsection 6.1 whereas the remainder trvo steps are
performed in subsection 6.2.
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6"1" Cross power spectra between amplitudes of har-
monics of external blade turbulence loads
The external blade turbulence loads treated in this section are the generalized
external blade loads (3.1.1), the external blade root loads (3.2.2), and the external
blade section loads (4.I.2). Those loads are characterized by the common form
This section aims at determining the cross power spectrum between two ampli-
tudes of harmonics of such external blade turbulence loads, i.e. the cross spectrum
between
7t"
p( t ,b )  =  I  V ( r r )  a ( t ,b ,z6 )  dz6
J z o
f L
Ft61(t)  = /  vt  (26) 661(t ,  z6) dz6
J  z t o
and
f L
Fz61(t) = I  ur(ra) d{"}(t ,26) dz6
J  z z o
( 6 . 1 . 1 )
(6 .1 .2 )
(6 .1 .3 )
According to the definition of cross covariance between complex variables (C.i)
in appendix C, the cross covariance becomes
Rt,t^t , f ,6y(r)  = E { f f i  Fz61(r + ')}  (6.1"4)
where .0 denotes the mean value operator.
trnserting (6.1"2) and (6"1.3), merging the z6 integrals, concentrating the mean
value operator on the only time dependent factors 661(t,21) i6y(t+r,22), and
finally using (C.7) to substitute for the mean value, (6.1.4) yields
rL fL
f t f .1-y,prr , l  ( t )  = 
J, ,"  J, , ,  
iFr("r)  { tz( ' r )  Rur^r(21),d1o1 G)k) dzt  dzz (6 '1 '5)
where Ra1_yG),a6ye)(r) is the cross covariance between the azimuth expansion
coefficients of the turbulence. Fourier transforming (6.1.5) yields the corresponding
cross power spectrum relation
fL fL
S f ,1 -1  
, i z1o ,y  (A r )  =  |  |  V r (z r )  Vz (zz )  So ,_ , (21 ) , f i 1 , y ( r r ) (Ac . r )  dz1  dz2 (6 .1 "6 )J  z ra  J  zzo
where Srr_r(a1),d1,11rr;(A,u) is the cross power spectrum betrveen the azimuth
expansion coefficients of the turbulence. Inserting this according to (C"17), (6.1.6)
is rewritten
SPr l -1  
,Fz lor  (A ' )  =  F l r t^ r ,Fz lor  (A ' )
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f i p L
/ vt (z)dz I vr( ')dz S"(Lw) (6"1.7)
J  z ro  J  zzo
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where ^9"(Ar) is the fixed point power spectrum of the turbulence wind speed
and the admittance function between the amplitudes of harmonics of the external
blade turbulence loads is given by
t  lml rF Ar) =
fL fL
|  |  v r ( " t )  { t t ( r )  For^r (21) ,d1^1( , , ) (Ac. r )  d .z1 c lz2
F i r t ^ r ,Fz1oy  (A ' )  =  (6 .1 .8 )
/ v, (z)dz I vr1r1a'
J  
" r o  
J  z z o
using the admittance function between azimuth expansion coefficients of turbu-
lence Fu,_,(21),d1^y1rr1(Ac.,) .  Insert ing th is according to (C.18),  (0.1.8) y ie lds
Fp
' r  (
. L
2 l t
t,
(6 .1 .e)
I": ! [r  (rr )  {r r(rr) 12" x (Acu, t/ r,, '  + zz2 - 2ztz2 cas0) cosn0 d0 dz1 dz2lo'"t:
i f m - n
0 otherwise
where X2(r,D) is the coherence function of wind turbulence in the rotor plane.
According to (6.1.7) and (6.1.9), the cross power spectrum between generic am-
plitudes of harmonics of external blade turbulence loads has a non zero value onlv
if the orders of the harmonics are identical.
This property is inherited from the azimuth expansion coefficients of the turbu-
lence. Thus, the azimuth expansion coefficients of turbulence in different radii are
correlated only if the orders of the expansion coefficients are identical.
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6.2 Power spectra of response
The next step is to determine the power spectrum of the amplitudes of harmon-
ics of a response, combining the transfer functions determined in section 3 and
section 4 with the input cross power spectra determined in subsection 6.1.
According to Newland [7], the power spectrum of an y'f inputs linear variable
N
Y(r)  =  Yr ,@)X"( , )
r = 1
N N
Sr(r)  = DI  H,(u)H,(r )S," , , , (cr)
r = 1  s = 1
.^I-
&ol(Ar) = f Hlra-r1"(Aar) *rya-r1,(Ar)
r = 1
J"
+ \ Hvny"(A,.,) rtr'4,(Ar)
r=1
rfa
+ E H1.*a44,(ar) *1ra+r1"(Ar)
r = l
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(6 .2 "1 )
is determined by the cross power spectra between the input variables Sr,,rn(r) *
(6"2.2)
According to (6"1.7) and (6.1.9), the considered input cross power spectra are real.
Thus, the reverse cross power spectrum Sr,,r,(r) is not only eomplex conjugated
to Sr, , r , ( r )  *  usual ,  but
Sr,,r,(c,.", ;  = Sr",r,(r) (6"2"3)
Thus utilizing (6.2"3) and utilizing that the imaginary parts of the terms in (6.2.2)
add up to zero, (6.2.2) is implemented most effective as
N A I
Sr(')
r = 1  s = r f  1
S{f l " ( r , r ) }  ${ f f , (c.r)}  ) ,9 ' , , ' ,1r ;1
According to (3"5.7), (4"L20), and (4.2"10), the transfer functions f/ ifb1(Ar)
concerning modal amplitudes, //ffi1(Ar, z6r) concerning blade section loads, and
Hi{lr"t(Lu, zts) concerning tower section loads involve transfers from the 3 orders
k B - I,- Ic B , and frB * 1 of external blade turbulence load to each order of response"
According to (6"1.7) and (6.1.9), the cross power spectra between inputs of differ-
ent orders are zero. Thus writing any response amplitude in (3.5.7), (4.1.20), or
(4.2.i0) as the sum of 3 groups
(6.2"4)
(6.2.5)
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the power spectrum of ilW(t) is determined as the sum
Sgror(Ar)  = Si ," ,  - (Ar)  + Si ,o,o(Ac.r)  + Si ,o,+(Ar)
Sr(r)  = i  Ss,,r@-wo)
P = - o o
where the individual terms Snrrr-, Sit"le, ard Si,or1 each are determined ac-
cording to (6.2.4) considering the relevant cross power spectra according to the
separation in (6.2.5). This approach saves calculations rather than using (6.2.4)
only once including all /f- + N0 * N+ transfers. Thus, (6.2.6) avoids waste of
calculations due to a very large number of zero cross power contributions to Srrrr.
Finally, the power spectrum of the response y(l) itself is determined by the power
spectra of the amplitudes of harmonics according to (8.2)
(6.2.6)
(6.2.7)
Note that (6.2.7) formally differs from (8.2) using the power spectra of the generic
amplitudes of harmonics rather than the power spectra of the actual actual am-
plitudes of harmonics. However using the symmetry relations (2.10) and (2.14)
along with the cross covariance definition (6.1.4) it is easily verified that those
cross power spectra are identical.
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7 Calculation examples versus measllre-
ments
The present frequency domain method has a general formulation. I has been ap-
plied to a specific structural model and implemented in the PC programme Design
Basis 2 as a suplement to the time domain implementation of the similar model.
The structural model of Design Basis 2 is briefly described by Larsen in [12]"
Test runs with Design Basis 2 have shown that the frequency domain code cal-
culates up to 200 times faster than the time domain code. The rapid execution
makes the frequency domain code eminently suited for parameter studies aiming
at investigating the effect of changes in structural and aerodynamic parameters.
The primary test example is the measurements on one of the 3l m 300 kW Nord-
tank NTK300F wind turbines sited in the wind turbine park in Norrekar Enge. In
this test example, the blade root bending moments are measured in the flapwise
and edgewise directions. The tower base bending moment is also measured"
The figures 7.1 - 7.6 show comparisons between frequency domain calculations,
time simulations, and measurements. Concerning the time simulations and the
measurements the deterministic and stochastic parts of the loads are separated
using azimuth binning. Thus, the deterministic part is determined as the azimuth
mean" After that, the stochastic part is simply determined subtracting the deter-
ministic part from the total load"
Especially concerning the deterministic calculations, the equality between fre-
quency domain calculations and time simulations is evident. Actually, the fre-
quency domain model has shown the ability of revealing too long time steps in the
time simulations because of the splended agreement. Thus, too long time steps
generates differencies in the deterministic results that are much larger than the
differencies between frequency domain and time simulation with sufficiently small
time steps"
Coneerning the stochastic calculations, a general difference is the dips in the PSD's
at the harmonic frequencies in the frequency domain calculations. Similar dips are
not predicted in the rotating spectrum of Kristensen [9], and it is hardly seen in
any meEuurements"
However, the dips were observed and explained by Dragt [16] and [17]. Moreover,
Winkelaar [15] has studdied turbulence simulation methods and demonstrated
that the dips also appear in rotationally sampled simulated turbulence. Winkelaar
has shown this for turbulence simulated with the Sandia method used in Design
Basis 2 as well as turbulence simulated with the SWIFT method. The dips do not
appear in the present graphs in the Design Basis 2 time simulation as they are
smoothed because of the relatively large frequency steps. This smoothing effect
was also observed and explaiued by Dragt.
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Load case data:
-  Mean wind speed 6.96 m/s
: IH:il1"35i,i"333'y 0'16e
- !il;""rijihq.ll1":
Frequency domain calculat ion
ODDD. Time s imulat ion
{F+{rtr* Measurement
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zj(
C -,ro.o
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F
o
135 rEo 223
Azimuth angle [d"g]
Figure 7"1. Determinislic freqaency domain calculalion compared to azimuth
binned lirne simulation and measuremenls of Nordtank NTI(300F flapwise root
bending moment.
0.0 0.3 l .o 1.5 2.0 2.J 3.0 3.3 {.0 {.5 5.O 5.5
Frequency [H"]
Figure 7.2" Frequency domain PSD calcalation cornpared to PSD of stochastic parl
of time simulation and rneasuremenls of Nordtank NTK300F flapwise root bending
momenl.
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Load case data:
-  Mean wind speed 6.96 m/s
- Turbulence i 'ntensity 0.169
- Lensth scale 600 m
- CohErence ext(- lztD/v)
- Yaw emor -4.2 deg
- Shear roughness 0.01 m
Frequency domain calculat ion
OOOO. Time simulat ion
'F+rF{r* Measufement
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Figure 7.3. Delerministic frequency domain calculation compared Io azimuth
binned lime simulalion and measurements of Nardtank NTK300F edgewise rool
bending moment"
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Figure 7"1" Frequency domain PSD calculation cornpared Io PSD
part of time simulalion and measurements of Nordtank NTK300F
bending momenl.
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of stochastic
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Load case data:
- Mean wind speed 6.96 m/s
- Turbulence ihtensity 0.f69
- Leneth scale 600 m
- CohErence ext(- tZfD/V)
- Yaw error -4.2 d.eg
- Shear roughness 0.01 m
Frequency domain calculat ion
OO)'.  Time simulat ion
' l r t 'FrtF* Mea SUf ement
Load case data:
- Mean wind speed 6.96 m/s
- Turbulence intensity 0.169
- Length scale 600 m
- CohErence ext(- lztD/V)
- Yaw error -4"2 d,eg
- Shear roughness 0.01 m
Frequency domain calculat ion
GOOIo Time simulat ion
*++** Measurement
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base bending moment.
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Figure 7.6. Frequency dornain PSD calculation cornpared to PSD of stochastic part
of lime simulalion and n't,easurernenls of Nordlank NTIfi||F east-west lower base
bending momenl.
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- Mean wind speed 6.96 m/s
- Turbulence i 'ntensity 0. ldg
- Lensth seale 600 m
- CohErence ext(- tztD/v)
- Yaw error -4.2 d,eg
- Shear roughness 0.01 m
Load case data:
-  Mean wind speed 6.96 m/s
- Turbulence intensitv 0.169
- Lensth scale 600 m
- CohErenee ext(- lztD/V)
- Yaw error -4,2 deg
- Shear roughness 0.01 m
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Frequency domain calculat ion
;Gl].  Time simulat ion
**rF** Measurement
Load case data:
- Mean wind speed 6.96 m/s
- Turbulence intensity 0"f69
- Length scale 600 m
- Coherence ext(- lztD/V)
- Yaw error *4"2 d,eg
- Shear roughness 0.01 m
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Load case data:
- Mean wind speed l l . l7 rn/s
- Turbulence intensity O.L24
- Length scale 3pOO (rn/s)/Hz
-  Coherence ext ( - lZ fD/V)
- Yaw error -7.8 deg
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The present frequency domain model shows that the dips are caused by the as-
sumption that the longitudinal coherence is one at zero frequency i.e. 1(0, D) = I
in the admittance function (6.1.9). This is the case with the applied Davenport
coherence [3] which is prescribed by the Danish code of practice for wind turbines
[13 ] .
A more realistic coherence function for the longitudinal coherence is suggested by
Madsen in [a]" Madsens model is also implemented in Design Basis 2 and it does
not produce dips because XQ, D) is sufficiently less than 1. For instance, with a
distance D = 30 m Madsens model yields X(0,30) = 0.64 which agrees quite well
with Manns Great Belt coherence studies [10].
Apart from the dips, the predicted PSD's of the frequency domain model generally
agree quite well with the time simulation predictions. The rotor speed is 39.5 rpffi,
i .e .  0 .66  Hz"
The PSD of the flapwise blade root bending moment figure 7.2 shows how higher
orders of harmonics generally have less energy than lower orders of harmonics.
This tendensy is modified by the flapwise bending eigenfrequency at 2.4 Hz which
amplifies the 3'rd and especially the 4'th harmonics.
A similar pattern is observed on the PSD of the edgewise blade root bending mo-
ment figure 7.4. Only here the edgewise bending eigenfrequency at 4"5H2 amplifies
the 7'th harmonic.
The PSD of the tower base bending moment 7.6 shows that only the 0'th and 3'rd
harmonics are predicted in frequency domain as well as time domain. Typically,
a l'st harmonic in the tower load measurements reveal asymetri in the rotors.
The stochastic I'st harmonic in the measurement is very weak on the present
turbine. The frequency domain model agree with the time domain model and the
measurement about the spike at 0.95 Hz which is caused by the tower bending
eigenfrequency. The frequency domain model overestimates the 3'rd harmonic and
the time domain model underestimates it. This difference could be caused by the
rough spacial discretisation of the turbulence which is used in the time simulation.
The agreement between the models and the measurements is good also at the
lower frequencies. This is seen in the log-log plot of the PSD of the flapwise blade
bending moment in figure 7.7.
Comparing the calculations with the measurements, the most evident difference is
in the deterministic tower bending moments figure 7.5. The difierence is in static
level as well as dynamics" The main dynamic difference is that the measured mo-
ment has a deterministic 1'st harmonic. How the measurement gets a deterministic
but not a stochastic l'st harmonic is an interesting question which however should
not be discussed here.
Another evident difference between calculations and mea^surements is the dynam-
ics of the deterministic blade flapwise bending moments in figure 7.1. This is a
general weakness of the applied potential flow model for the tower shadow.
The model is descibed in [11]. The potential flow model is more convinsing for
larger rotors. This is shown in figure 7.8 with meixiurement on the 61 m 2 MW
ELSAM wind turbine in Tjareborg where the dynamics of the deterministic flup-
wise blade bending moments is very good determined by frequency domain model
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as well as time simulation.
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8 Conclusions
This report offers a detailed description of the derivation of a frequency domain
model from a time domain model of the structure of a steadily operating horizontal
axis wind turbine. The frequency domain model is implemented along with the
time domain model in the PC code Design Basis 2. Thus, Design Basis 2 is used
to verify the frequency domain model comparing internal elastic loads on the
structure calculated with the frequency domain model to loads calculated with
the time domain model and to measured loads.
The structure of an operating wind turbine displays essential non-linearities be-
tween structural variables on blades and tower respectively. These non-linearities
are due to the rotation of the blades causing the transformations between the
blade coordinate systems and the tower coordinate system to depend on the in-
stantaneous azimuth positions of the blades.
Conventional frequency domain methods do not allow non-linearities. However, as-
suming constant angular speed of the wind turbine rotor the structural variables
are replaced by sums of harmonics in this angular speed. The relations between
the amplitudes of those harmonics appear to be linear, replacing the non linear-
ities of the variables with changes in orders of harmonics" The relations between
the amplitudes of the harmonics of the variables are then transformed into the
frequency domain and solved there.
Thus, the derivation of the amplitudes of harmonics of the internal elastic loads is
based on conventional frequency domain methods applied to the relations between
the amplitudes of harmonics. Finally, the internal elastic loads themselves are
determined uniquely by their respective amplitudes of harmonics.
The frequency domain code calculates up to 200 times faster than the time domain
code. The rapid calculations makes the frequency domain code exceptionally suited
for parameter studies aiming at investigating the efiect of changes in structural
and aerodynamic parameters. Moreover, the frequency domain model provides
methods and results that improves the understanding of the physics of the wind
turbine structure.
The ultimate objective of the modelling of the wind turbine structure is to predict
the fatigue lifetime and the extreme stresses"
The conventional way to predict fatigue is first to perform a time simulation of the
stress time history, next make a rainflow range probability density function count-
ing on the time series and finally predict the fatigue damage using the Palmgren-
Miner sum relation. The present frequency domain model calculated PSD's and
deterministic periodic parts of the loads rather than time series. Therefore, there is
a missing link to the fatigue calculation. As the PSD's and the deterministic peri-
odic parts could be comprised into PSD's with 6-functions, the missing link could
be inserted by a method that calculates the rainflow range probability density
function from a PSD"
Bishop and Zhihua [14] presents such methods which relate closely to the rainflow
counting. The focus on the amplitudes of the harmonics in the present frequency
domain model could suggest another approach transforming the statistics of the
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amplitudes of the harmonics into the statistics in a range probability density
function"
The present frequency domain model shows that the cross power spectra between
the amplitudes of some orders of harmonics are not zero. The non zero cross
power spectra reveal that the amplitudes of different orders are correlated. Pop-
ular speaking, this means that they appear at the same time. The correlation is
not contained in the PSD's themselves. Therefore, the PSD's do not contain the
complete information about the fatigue effect of the loads.
This is expected to be unimportant for the state of the art wind turbine, but it
could be important for a future wind turbine with a more flexible structure. The
cross power spectra between the amplitudes of harmonics could be included in a
statistic method which would make it safer than Bishop's and Zhihua's method"
Such a method may be developed in the future.
Concerning extreme values, Davenport's methods [1] of derivation of extremes
from PSD's is a very solid approach which has been extended to include superpo-
sition with a deterministic periodic part by Madsen [2].
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Appendices
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A Fourier transforms of amplitudes of harmonics
The scope of this appendix is to determine calculation rules for transformations of
relations between time dependent wind turbine variables. The variables are either
blade variables or tower variables, and they are either wind speeds seen from
rotating blades, loads, or modal amplitudes. The relations are transformed from
relations between instantaneous values into relations between Fourier transforms
of amplitudes of harmonics.
Let /(t, D) be a blade variable which is a sum of harmonics
f (t,b) = 
,,A 
i61g,b) etn'ot
with the amplitudes
f1,1(r, a; = , inoo(b) /r"r(r)
using the initial azimuth angle
2rb0o (b )= i+?oa
F(r,A) = 
,_I_ 
F1,1(c,r, b) * 6(or - naro)
where * is the convolution operator
in which dss is the initial azimuth position of blade D = 0. Fourier transforming
both sides of (A"1) yields
(A"1)
(A"2)
(A.3)
(A.4)
(A.7)
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(A.5)
according to Newland [7], and the 6 function is defined according to
(A"6)
using an infinitely small positive e. Performing the convolutions in (A.4) yields
(A.7) "
Gr(,)  *  G2(w) = l :G{a- s) Gz(s) ds
F(r,u, = 
,=_i- 4' l( ,  
-  nws,b)
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6(c.r) = 0 if ar l0
r*e
I  a@)dw=r
J - e
(A .10)
Let the blade variables f(t,b) be linear transformations of the blade variables
h(t,b) and f2(t,D) according to
f  ( t ,b)  -  ar f r ( r ,  D)  + a2f2( t ,b)
Expanding h(t,6) and fz(t,b) in (A.11) according to (A.t) yields
Likewise, if /(r) is a tower variable which is a sum of harmonics
oo
/ ( r )=  f  i v " t ( t )€kn 'o t
l c=-oo
with the amplitudes
itr"t (r) = JkBoo(b) ipa{t1
then the relations between the Fourier transforms are
@
F(r )  =  L  Fp,a \@-kBws)
b = - o o
f (t,b) = 
"a 
,inlo(b) (or /rr"r(r) + az iz{,} (r)) d""
fi"1(t; -- at ft{n}(r) + ot frUt(t)
Fourier transforming (A.14) on both sides yields
F1"1(Ac.,) - atF1-r(Ar) * a2F26t(Ar)
If the instantaneous value of the blade variable f (t,b) is an integral
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(A"8)
(A.e)
(A .11)
(A .13)
(A.14)
(A.15)
f(t ,b) = 
"L 
t ineo(b)6, ir1^1(t)d" 'ot * I  ; in|o(b)o, ir{^}(t)d" 'ot (A.12)
Uniting the sums in (A.12) yields
corresponding to an expansion of f (t,b) according to (A.1) using the generic am-
plitudes of the harmonics
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(A"16)
of the instantaneous value of a blade line variable g(1, b,to) then the relation
between Fourier transforms of the corresponding generic amplitudes of harmonics
are similar integrals, i.e.
f( t ,b) - 1,": , '  s(t ,b,z6) d,z6
-  fZbz  -
F1";(Aat) = | GW(Ao, z6) d.z6t  Z b l
(A.17)
(A.16) is actually only and extension of (A.11) using an infinite sum of infinitesimal
terms" Therefore, the proof is omitted.
If the tower variable /(t) is a linear transformation of the tower variables /,(r),
and /2(l) according to
/( t )  = 
" t f t ( t )  + a2f2(t)  (A.18)
then the Fourier transforms of the corresponding generic amplitudes of harmonics
are also l inear, i"e"
Fy,nl (Ar) : atFt{kr1(Ac.u) + azi2{kl' (a") (A.1e)
Let the instantaneous value of the tower variable /(l)
butions from the blade variables g(t, b), i"e"
B _ T
f (t) = f o(t, b)
D=0
be a sum of blade contri-
(A.20)
the inserting theExpanding the blade variables g(t,b) according to (A.1) and
initial azimuth angles (A.3) yields
g(t,b) = 
,=_D* 
dnloo d"ry i6(t) 
" inuot
Inserting (A.21) in (A.20), subsequently reversing the
finally using
B - t
!e"# =
D=0
to determine
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I  B  i f  n = k B{
I O otherwise
the sums of blade contributions,
(A.21)
b and ?? sum orders, and
(A.22)
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/ ( r )=  i  JkBooo  B i { *n } ( t ) s r ta .o t
l c=-oo
According to (A.8), (A.23) corresponds to an expansion of /(t)
amplitudes of harmonics
fv"t(r) = B ivq7)
Fourier transforming (A"24) yields
F1ra1(Ac.,) - B Ggal(Ar)
(A.23)
using the generic
Let the instantaneous value of the
dent blade contributions from the
B - r
f  ( t )  =  |  .o r  0 ( t ,b )  s ( t ,b )
D=0
(A.24)
(A.25)
tower variable /(t) be a sum of azimuth depen-
blade variables g(t,b) according to
(A.26)
(A.30)
6 1
in which 0(t,b) is the instantaneous value of the azimuth angle of blade b.
Proving (A.32), and (A"8) in this cases, cos d(t,6) is replaced according to the
Euler formula
cos0(1,  b)  - d0 ( t ,D )  a  6 - j d ( t ,D ) (A.27)
Inserting (A.27) using the azimuth angle
0(t,b) = ciot + |o(b)
and (A.3) and inserting s(t,b) according to (A.21), (A.26) yields
(A.28)
/(t) = 6i @+r1ry i py(t) E(n*r)oor
; (n - t )e#  i6 ( t ) (A.2e)
Replacing the sums over n in (A.29) by surns over p - n * 1 and p = n - !
respectively, subsequently reversing the D and p sum orders, and finally using
(A.22) with p = n to determine the sums of blade contributions,
. B - l /  o o
i f  f  5 -  E(n*r )aoo
2 z-J I z-/
D=0  \n= -oo
i  E(n-r)doo
n = - @
+
)
ar(n-  1)a,ot
" f ( r )  = 
.  
i  JkB0oo|5 Gu"-r1( t ,  b ;  *  i { rB+r} ( r ,6) )  
" ikBwoti t= -oo
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According to (A.8), (A.30) corresponds to an expansion of /(l) using the generic
amplitudes of harmonics
*
Let the instantaneous value of the tower variable /(t) be a sum of azimuth depen-
dent blade contributions from the blade variables g(t,b) according to
i tuut(r) = f ,  { . /ro"-,y(t) + 01mar1(l))
Fourier transforming (A.31) yields
Fpal (Ar) = 
"r Uu"-.1(Ao) + f, G*"*r1(Ac,u)
B - L
f  ( t )  =  |  s in  0( t ,b)  s( t ,b)
D=0
A0( t , b )  _  e - i 0 ( t , b )
s i r r0 ( t ,U '1  - f
(A .31)
(A.32)
(A.33)
(A"35)
(A.38)
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in which 0(t,b) is the instantaneous value of the azimuth angle of blade D, then
the Fourier transformed of the generic amplitudes of the harmonics of /(t) are
determined according to
Frra1 (Ar) = * 
*r"B-l)(ar) + 
tle 
vu*r1(Ac"r) (A.34)
Proving (A.34) using the Euler formula
is similar with proving (A"32) using (A"27). Therefore, the proof is omitted"
*
If the blade variable f (t,b) is the time derived of the blade variable g(f , D), i"e.
f  ( t ,b) = i(r,  D) (A.36)
then the relations between the Fourier transforms of the corresponding generie
amplitudes of harmonics are
F t " l ( A c u )  =  i ( n  o + A c u ) d 1 " 1 ( A u )
Likewise, concerning the tower variables
/(r) = i(t)
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(A.37)
the corresponding relations are
F{t a} (Ar) = j(kBug* Ac.,,) GU,B} (Ar) (A.3e)
(A.37) and (A.39) are simply an application of conventional frequency domain
derivation
X(r) = jw X(w) (A.40)
remembering that the frequencies Ac.r of the amplitudes of the n'th harmonics of
the blade variables correspond to the frequencies
Q =  nuo*L ,u (A.41)
of the variables themselves according to (A.7). Likewise, the frequencies Ac,., of
the amplitudes of the kB'th harmonics of the tower variables correspond to the
frequencies
u = IcBus*Ac.r (A.42)
Since it is the variables themselves that are derived, (A.41) and (A.42) must be
used to substitute for c.r in (A.40), which is done in (A.37) and (A.39) respectively.
If the instantaneous value of the blade variables f (t, b) is equal to the instantaneous
value of the tower variable g(t), i.e.
f ( t ,b) = s(t)
expanding the tower variable g(l) is according to (A.8)
@
s(t) = I  JkBoo(b) ipnl(t) d*n,ot
i b=-oo
(A.43)
(A.44)
which corresponds to an expansion of f (t,b) according to (A.1) using only the
amplitudes of the &B'th harmonics
7  t . ,
f$a| (t) = ip,4(t)
Fourier transforming (A.45) yields
Fvn\ (Ar)
(A.45)
(A.46)
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Let the instantaneous value of the blade variable f(t,b)
variable g(t) according to
f (t, b)
depend on the tower
(A"47)
in which 0(t,b) is the instantaneous value of the azimuth angle of blade b. Insert-
ing the Euler formula (A.27) using the azimuth angles (A"28) and inserting 9(l)
according to (A.  ), (A.47) yields
1 -
f( t ,b)  = ;  E e ' (&B+1)so(b) d(kB+l)+ iu,nt( l )  er(rB+t) 'ot
.  
* : -
+ 
*  I  
gr@a-l)ao(D) di(eB-l )+ i {x l }  ( t )  er( ta-r) ."ot
According to (A.1), (A"48) corresponds to an expansion of f (t,b) using the generic
amplitudes of harmonics
(A.48)
(A.4e)
(A.50)
(A .51)
(A.52)
(A"54)
(A.55)
f i ra-r1(t)
/r*"+tt (t)
F1ra-r1(Acu)
4ra+r](A')
Fpa' r1(Acu)
Fpa+*(ar)
Gpal (Ar)
Gpal (Ar)
r, GP4(a')
; -
-i G*n (a,)
I tp41t1
! ip4g1
Fourier transforming (A.49) and (A.50) yields
I
2
I
2
If the instantaneous value of the blade variable f (t,b) depends on the tower vari-
ables 9(l) according to
f  ( t ,b )  =  s in  0 ( t ,b )  s ( t )  (A .53)
in which 0(t,b) is the instantaneous value of the azimuth angle of blade 6, then
Proving (A.54) and (A.55) using the Euler formula (A.35) is similar with proving
(A"51) and (A"52) using the Euler formula (A.27)" Therefore, the proof is omitted.
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B Power spectrum of a sum of harmonics
The variable c(l) considered in this appendix is assumed to be a random variable
decomposed into the sum of harmonics in the frequenc] crre, i.e.
where d1"1(l) is the complex amplitude of the n'th harmonic of c(t).
The purpose of the appendix is to derive the power spectrum of c(l), Sr(ar), as
the simple sum
r(r) = 
,L 
f1,1(t) 
"inuot
s'(') = 
,L 
sr,', (w - n'o)
R , ( r )  =  E { x ( t ) t ( t + r ) }
and the corresponding definition of the power spectrum is
l f o oS"(r) = 
* J_*R,(r) e-1" dr
( B . 1 )
(8.2)
(8.3)
(8.4)
where Sr,.r(Ar) is the power spectrum of the amplitude f1"1(t)
The basic assumption leading to this result is that the relevant frequencies of the
amplitudes, Ac.r, are low compared to c.rs"
The method used to proof (B.2) is first to assume that e(t) is periodic with an
arbitrarily long still finite period time ?. The connection between the frequencies
of r(l) and its amplitudes of harmonics is then shown if c(t) is periodic. Having
assumed arbitrarily large period times, these frequency connections are still valid
when the period time goes toward infinite. Thus, the relations are valid also for
non periodic variables o(t).
Assuming that r(l) is periodic with the period time ? the power spectra be-
come sums of d-functions rather than continious functions. The position of each
6-function on the frequency axis connects it to a frequency which is a multiplum
of the periodic frequency 1/?.
With infinite period time, the variables are no longer periodic, and the power
spectra get continious. This limit is obtained as the frequency step between the
6-functions decreases towards zero. At the same time, the size of the d-functions
decrease because the energy is distributed on more 6-functions"
Denoting the mean value of a variable /(t) E{f (t)}, the conventional definition
of the auto covariance of the real variable o(t) is
Concerning the complex amplitudes of harmonics, the definition (8.3) is useless
to evaluate the actual auto covariance of the amplitudes. Instead, denoting the
complex conjugated of a complex variable c by V, the definition
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f ter,r( ' )  :  Ete1'n fr-,1g*"))
is used as the auto covariance of the complex amplitude of the
c1"1(t)" Using this definit ion, and similarly with (8.4)
srr,r (,) 
* I:ftr,*, 
(r) e-i" dr
the convenient result (8.2) is obtained.
Thus, r(t) is assumed to be perodic with the period
T  =  A T o
in which A is a large positive integer and ?s is the
Q)0 t
2r
r o =
aJo
Assuming that the decomposition (8.1) is unique,
monics are periodic with the period time 7. Then
posed again according to
oo
i1,1(t)  = t  i {n}," !n ' r t
p=_oo
Ug
uT = 
A
(8.9) demonstrates how i{n}o represents the frequency
A u =  p w r  =  
* r t
(B.5)
n'th harmonic
(8.6)
time
(8.7)
period time corresponding to
(8.8)
also the amplitudes of the har-
the amplitudes can be decom-
(8 "11)
(B.e)
in which u7 is the frequency of the period in r(t) and its amplitudes of harmonics,
i "e"
2zr
u T = T (8 .10)
Using (8"8) along with (8.10) yields that the period time relation in (8.7) corre-
sponds to the frequency relation
(8 .12)
of ;i1,.1(t)" Inserting (8.9) in (B.1) yields that f1,,10 simultaniously represents the
frequency
(8.13)
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f t a o  *  p w r  =  ( "  n  
* )  w s
of s(r) itself. Consequently, the frequency Acu of the n'th harmonic amplitude of
c(t) simply represents the frequency
u = TruO + Ac.l
of c( l)  i tself .
(B .14)
Now it is used that the -n'th amplitude is equal to the complex conjugated to
the n'th amplitude, i.e.
f{-,.}(r) ='tto (8 .15)
Basically, this assumption is simply a consequence of the variable c(t) being real,
which can be verified inserting (8.15) in (B.1) and using Eulers formulas to derive
oo
c(t) = 
"o(t) + I  (2 n { i1,1(l)} cos(nust) 2 $ { i1,1(t)} sin(ncu6t)) (8.10)
= 1
in which S{t} and 3{c} denote the real part and the imaginary part respectively
of the complex variable c.
Reversing the sum order in (B.1) and using (B.15) yields
Likewise, yet not reversing the sum order in (B.1), but substituting t * r for t,
r(t * r) can be decomposed into
,(t) = 
, ' i_ 
tr*ytO 
"-imwot
Inserting (B.9) in (8.17) yields
@ o o
c(r)- t t 6"-j(rna'o+p'r)t
m = - o 0  p = - o o
e( t * r )=  i  i  i { n }o6 i (nwo+ tu r ) ( r+ r )
n = - @  9 = - o o
The mean value in (B.21) is different from zero only if
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(8 .17)
(8 .18)
(8 .1e)
Inserting (8.18) and (B.19) in (B.3), merging the sums and concentrating the
mean value operator on time dependent factors yields
R,(r) = (8.20)
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( n - m ) w s  +  ( q - p ) r ,  =  0
Inserting (8.11) in (8.21) yields the similar condition
p  =  q  +  A ( " - m )
(8.21)
(8.22)
In that case the mean value in (8.21) is 1, otherwise it is 0. Consequently, (B.21)
can be reduced to
The assumption that the amplitudes consist of only low frequencies is expressed
oo oo oo
f t " ( r )=  I  I  I 6 i (nwo+tw ' ) ' b { * }o1A(n-m) i tn }o  (8 "23)
' l = - o o  / n = - @  4 = - O O
Using those conditions, (B.23) yields contributions only If m = n, and therefore
reduces to
l Acu l<g2
Using the frequency representation expressed in (8.12), (B.24) yields
l f { * }o l=  0  i f  lP l>*
l i { ' t o l=  0  i f  l q l>+
o o @
R,(r) - I  , inwor D Jwrr 3{,,}o i{n}n
t ! = - @  q = - @
) :
E;r.r (") = I  dwrt i{n}n i{r,}o
g = _ o o
Inserting this in (8.27) yields the auto covariance of o(t)
@
R " ( r )  =  L " l n u o t R r u r ( r )
(8.24)
(B.25)
(B.26)
(8.27)
(8.28)
(8"2e)
Inserting (8"9) in (8"5) and using the same procedure as with R,(r) to determine
the mean value yields the auto covariances of the amplitudes of harmonics
and consequently the power spectrum of the real variable c(t) can be determined
as the sum of n convolutions between 6 (ncus)'s corresponding to the Fourier trans-
forms of dn'o' in (8.29) and the Fourier transforms of the other factors in (B.29),
i.e. the power spectra (8.6) of the amplitudes of harmonics"
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Doing that, the power spectrum of the real variable c(t) becomes (8.2) which
is the sum of the power spectra of the amplitudes of the harmoncs, displaced
according to their order. Consequently, each harmonic order contributes to &(r)
with power that is placed on the frequency axis according to the order of the
harmonic.
Note that (8.15) and (8"5) y ie lds
(8.30)
which ensures that Se,,r (c.,) is real according to the Fourier transformation (8.6),
and consequently Sr(r) is real according to (B.2)"
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C Cross power spectra between azimuth expansion eo-
efficients of turbulence
The scope of this appendix is to determine the cross power spectra between az-
imuth expansion coefficients of the turbulence wind speed parallel with the tnain
shaft in respective radii.
The considered component of the turbulent wind speed is denoted u(t, r,0) at a
point (r,0) in the rotor plane" The cross covariance R6(r,d) between t,(t, rt,0t),
and u(t, ,2,02) is presumed to depend uniquely on the distance
(c"1)
which makes it possible to define the cross covariance as
*o ( r ,  -  E {u( t , r t , l r )  s( t  +  r , r2 ,02)} (c"2)
and the cross power spectrum as
l f o o
Sa(r,  d)  = 
;  J _*Ra(r,  
d)e-r"  dr
At any time t and any radius r, u(f , r,0) is expanded in the azimuth angle
@
a( t , r ,o )  -  I  6p.1( t , r )d"u
where the complex expansion coefficients
t f2u
-  / '  \  '  I  a ( t , r ,o )e- i "odou1n1\t , r )  = 2o ,o
(c"3)
(c.4)
(c.5)
In accordance with the power speetrum definition (8.6), the cross power spectrum
between the expansion coeffficients 66y(t,r1) and 6y1(t,r2) is defined as
So,-, (rs),01,y("r)(r) -- 
* LRo r^r(r1),d1,y(r "1(r)e-i" 
dr (c"6)
where the cross covariance between the complex expansion coefficients is defined
as
Ro1^1 ( " , ) , o1 ' 11 " , ; ( 7 )=E{ f f i 01 ' 1 ( t+ r , r ) ) ( c . ? )
in accordance with the definition of aulo covariance (B.5) concerning complex
variables"
Inserting (C.5) in (C.7) yields
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rJ * rz2 - 2 11 12 cos(d2 - 0t)
(c.8)
Merging the integrals and concentrating the mean value operator on the time
dependent factor
f t u , - r ( r 1 ) , d1 , y ( ' r ) ( ? - )  =
,{* fo'" orr,11,0)€^0ot * lo'" o1,*r,rz,i le-i".ao\
Ror^r(r1),d1,y Or)?) =
|  [ 2 "  f 2 0  - .
& J, J, 
E {v(t,r.,|r) s.(t + r,rz,02)} e-i@02-m01)d0rd0,
Inserting (C.2) in (C.9)
Eu ,  
- ,  ( r 1  ) , d1 , y  1 " r1  ( r )
& fo'" oo1',
(c.e)
Rur^r ( r1 ) , r )1 ,11" r ) ( r )  =  (C.10)
r [ '" f '"
& J, J, 
Oo (r,  s- in(02-0r)f (m-a) 0,d,02d01
Substituting d - 0z - 01 yields
(c .11)
otherwise
even and periodic in 0, the valid
Ro r . r ( rs  ) , i1 .1  ( " r )  ( " )
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l f t t
= ; J, ,?a (r, (e-i"e + d"o) do
ffi) 
"-i", [t" rr^-n)', dofiot  Jo
If rn = n then the 0r integral in (C.11) is equal to 2r, otherwise 0. Thus, the cross
covariance becomes
(c .12)Ru r . ^ r ( r 1  ) , d1o1 ( r r l ( r )  =
{ | ['" no (r,| (zr) lo
Io
e-ine o, if m = n
Us ing  tha t .Ra( r ,@ i "
cross covariances in (C.12) can be rewritten
7 I
* lr" Ro (r, 2 cos nodo
1 f 2 o r
* J, oo(r, cosnr,dr, (c"13)
according to Eulers formulas"
Note that since Ra(r,d) is real and even in r, also fiur,r(r1),fr1oy(rrl(t) must be
real and even in r. Inserting (C"13) in (C.6) yields
Sur, ,  ( r1  ) ,d1,y  ( " r )  (u)
' rL["2 o  J - * 2 o  J o
Fo1-1(r ,  ) ,01,y ("2) (u)
( t f 2 "I *J,,(',
Io
=
r )  - t *
r a , d  |  ,  -
(c.14)
Reversing the order of the integration and using (C.3) to substitute the r-integral,
(C"14) becomes
Sa(w,d)  =  x@,d)  S" ( r )
where ^9" (r) is the power spectrum of the turbulence
rotor plane, and 1(cu, d) is the coherence between the
located with a distance d.
cosnldle-i'r dr
1 2 o
J,  t r ( ' , f f i )  'o 'nr ,do (c '15)
(r,d) can be factorized as
( c .16 )
in any fired point in the
turbulence in two points
S0, , ,  ( r1 ) ,d1 ,1  ( " r )  (u )
Now it is assumed
I
2r
that ^9a
Inserting (C"16) in (C.15), and considering all rn's and n's according to (C.12)
yields the conclusion
Su,-r(r1), f r1.1("r)( , )  = Fur^r(r1),01,1("r)( ' )  ^9"( , ) (c.17)
where the admittance function of the azimuth expansion coefficients of turbulence
in the two radii 11 and 12
cosngd,0  i f  m=n (c .18)
otherwise
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D Numeric method for determination of the admit-
tance function
According to (6.1.9),  the
turbulence loads r(t) and
Fr r^ r , i t , t  (u )  =
t [ ,(r ,)  Vr(rr)
admittance function between the generalized external
g(t) of the same order n is defined as
I:" l.R r)2 - 2rrr, cos*1,'"X (',
( D . 1 )
cosn0 d0 dr, dr,rt2 * Ty
V,(r)dr Vt r(r)dr
where X2(u,d) is the coherence function of the turbulence perpendicular to the
rotor plane between points in the rotor plane with the distanced d and at the
frequency ar. Since X(r,d), Vr("),and tln(r) change with the mean wind speed
Uo, (D.1) should be calculated with the parameters n, u, and with [/s which is
related to each load case. Moreover, this should be done for each combination of
external loads ,(t), y(l), i.e. in a matrix with rows and columns corresponding to
generalized blade loads, blade root loads, and blade section loads.
Even a single calculation of the triple integral
I r r . r , i r , l  (@)  =  (D-2)
V,(r , )  Vr( r r ) rr2 * Ty2 - cos n0 d0 dr, dru
is rather time consuming if a minimum of exactness should be obtained with
a standard trapezoidal integral method. Therefore, another numeric method is
needed in order to table the triple integral. Such a method will be described in this
appendix, using two different coherence functions and presuming that the weighted
influence coefficients V"(r) and Vr(r) in (D.1) are polynomiumsof identical orders
M
t:" y OI
["1:" 2rrro cos0* l,'", (,,
M
it,(r) -- T. a,(m) r^
m=O
M
Vr ( r )  =  D"u( * ) r ^
m=0
Inserting (D.3) and (D.4) in (D.2) yields
M Il,I
Irr^t i r ,r  (r) = t  t  a,(m") ay(m) /(1n) (r,*, ,my)
m r = 0  m u = O
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(D.3)
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(D.5)
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in which
rr2 * ,u2 - 2rrrn cas0
(D.6)
cosn? d0 dr, drn
Two coherence functions are considered. The simple Davenport model [3] and the
more detailed Madsen model [4]. These models are selected because they easily
allow for dimensionless frequencies, which is used to normalize the integrals.
The Davenport model is
/ (1 , ]  (u ,h ,k )  =
!,:, l,:,r,h rvk * l,'" x (,,
(D.8)
Davenport coherence is prescribed by the Danish code of practice [13]. Madsens
model is
'  '  
Av 'u v '2
XU"U. tn f )  =  e  BM+t rN t
with the two parameters Anr and By and the dimensionless frequency
(D"e)
(D.10)
where 2zrL denotes the turbulent length scale of.
Note that both pp and py are proportional to d. That makes it possible to
substitute the integrators in (D.6) according to
xnz(Po)  =  e -Aot 'o
Here, Ao is a decay constant dependent on
dimensionless frequency
w d
ltn : 
u"
ry rv
v
- r r l v
where the length coefficient I is
which coherence formula is used"
respective length coefficients
d U o
=
lto a
(D.7)
meteorological circumstances and the
(D.11)
(D.12)
independent of rs,ryr and 0, but depends on
Insert ing (D.8) and (D.10) in (D.11) yields the
(D.13)
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P r C
U  =  - ] f - s  =
a l
l p =
74
(#)'.(f)'
and
l v =
In (D.6), the distance
is used. Inserting this in (D"11) along with (D.12) yields
dp  =  
; "  
=
According to (D.11) and (D.12), the reverse substitution is
ro = lu
rs = l'Q
which gives the Jacobi determinant of the substitution
J ( r ' p )  = = I2u  (D .19)
Now the double integral in (D.6) can be replaced by
(D .14)
(D .15)
(D.16)
(D .17)
(D.18)
(D.20)
,) cos n0 d0 dp du
(D.21)
(D.22)
(D.23)
r0
lg lu
-t2u(tu)o(t,p)r * lr*
I { p } ( u * , h , l c )
f o',*o,oro I":" X r (
in which Xp denotes either Xn or y11,1. The integration limiting parameters are
Ug
Qoo
avo
R
T
fc0
R
Tyo
R
and the frequency c.r" is determined by either (D.13) or (D.14) as
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- 2rrro cos d
- 2 g c o s d
J O
{ +^ if xr, = Xpt "
ax = 1 (D.24)
l rfffi', irxp = X*r
using (D.21) to substitute the l-parameter in (D.22) - (D.24)" Doing the same in
(D.20) yields
I {6 } (u r ,h ,k )  =  Rh*n+z Qxb} ( ro ,h ,k ,ass ,ayo)  (D.25)
in which
Q x{n}(ro,  h,  k,  ars,  oyo) =
#" I:_",",,uh+k +r I.T"*
(D.26)
, r ( @  r )  . o r n o  d o  d p d v,r*1,
M
D o,Uiar(k)Rh*k* 'Qr{n,  (ro,  O,f  ,T
0 k  =  0
M
r
f t -
can be tabled on hard disk with the parameters fl, uo, h, lc, ars, and oyo for each
of the coherence functions X2 and Xm " Combining (D.1), (D.2), (D"5), (D.6) and
(D.25) we reach
rvo-\
,  R /
Fr r . r , i t ^ t  (ux)  = (D.27)
l:" l,:"u'(r")\trr' (r') dr' dr'
Still it is rather troublesome to determine QxI"\ numerically. The problems are
1" For high frequencies the coherence drops quickly from 1 to 0 when the distance
increases, i"e. when the aaimuth difference 0 moves from 0 or 2r, or when the
radius ratio g moves from l" Because of that the interval length for the numeric
integration must vary to obtain a sensible relation between the amount of
calculations and the exactness of the result"
2. The cos d factor fluctuates which increases the required number of d-intervals"
For these reasons, the standard trapezoidal integral method and other more ad-
vanced standard integral methods are not practicable" In stead, the implementa-
tion of the integral is based on new method developed to take advantage of the
monotony properties in the integrals. The idea is then to separate the integrals
into intervals where the factors in the integrand are known to be monotonous.
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H 
"rroa 
measure
ffi int"gtal estimate
(")
Figure D"l. Illustration of a simple error nleasure method used for numeric inte-
gralion of a monolonous function f (r)"
A simple error measure method is illustrated in figure D.l The method can be
extended to comprise any integral
x^ f(x)dx (D.28)
where m) 0,b) o,  and /(c)  is  monotonous in [a,b]"
Figure D.2 shows the definitions for a worst case analysis of (D.28) in a single
interval. Sub division of intervals continues until the sum of error measures is
below a certain percentage of the sum of integral estimates. The interval which
should be divided is selected as the interval which has the highest error measure.
Inspecting figure D.2 , the estimate of the integral in a link of sub intervals f is
defined as the sum of sub interval contributions
T _L e x^(f";(0) * a;x)dx (D.2e)
and the corresponding worst case error
r- f,o
f l,':_^.,
(D.30)
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.  
e . ; ( c )
f; - Lf;
f;
f- i ( ' )
. t  I
I
c; - Ac;
Figare D"2. Definition of the worst case analysis" The aclual ualues of f(r) are
known in the lerminal poinls of the interaal i. They define the eslimale of f in
i which is denoted f";(r)" The worsl case of f (x) is f ' ;(") - f; - Lfi (worse
than f(c) - f; because of the faclor r*), which leads to the worst case error
e, ; ( r )  _ f - ; ( r )  -  f " ; ( r ) .
in which
A/d
d;
lJE;
/ * ( 0 )  =  f ; - o ; x i
e , , i ( O )  =  o ; ( r ; * 4 t u )
Now, the polynomium integral parameters
(D.31)
(D.32)
(D.33)
(D.34)
(D.35)
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- t+1t;(e) = fu
and their interval increment
Ac;( /c)  = 
" i (e)  
-  
" i - t (&)
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are defined. The integrals in (D.29) and (D.30) can then be found analytical as
I" = f tnr,t m)f,;(o) +
i
E- = f [nrr1-) r , i (0)-
Finally, the convergence can
l F  I
13l  < '
I  t "  I
Ie{n}(r, e) = 
* lr'" ,,
A,c;(m + 1) a;]
A"e;(m * 1) e;]
be tested by
(D.36)
(D.37)
(D.38)
Note that this algorithm is very powerfull if the determination of (D.28) is com-
bined for all rn's considered" Note also that (D.34) is put in before (D.35) because
it saves calculations when i is divided into two nerv sub intervals.
Unfortunately, it is not possible to foretell all monotony intervals in (D.26). How-
ever, the coherence is behaving so properly that it is possible to suggest a solution
that has been tested intensively and found reliable.
Starting with the inner O-intergal
(D.3e)
it can be reduced to
-'Znros/ru) ror nldg (D.40)
It is straight forward to prove that both xo(tt) in (D.7) and yla(p) i" (D.9) are
decreasing for p > 0, which is not supprising because p is proportional to the
distance.
Since the current p parameter in (D.40) increases when g runs from 0 to zr, X, is
decreasing in that 0 interval.
Unfortunately, cosn0 fluctuates in the d interval, and consequently it will increase
in sub intervals where Xp decreases. This has lead to the idea of assembling the
quater periods of cos n0. That is done by rewriting (D.40) to
1 f *
Ie1"\@, p) = 
;  J,  
o61(u,p,  d)  cos n0d0 (D.41)
in which the summed coherence
n - l r  /  /  t  \  |  i + l  \ \ lo61(v, p,0) = 
,A ft-tlt (x,n, (r,n, ;" * 0) 
- X,ee lv, n,T" 
- 0) )lto +zl
Wr) .ornr,d,o
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where the coherence is expressed by
X r p e ( v , E , 0 )  =  X r ( @ " ) (D.43)
It is obvious that cosn? is decreasing in the 0 interval [O; #]" The summed co-
herence in (D"42) is more complicated, but tests has shown that it is decreasing.
Consequently, the integrand in (D.al) can be assumed decreasing, and the algo-
rithm for integration of monotonous functions can be applied.
Then (D"26) reduces to
Qxtnl(ro, h, k, oss, dyo) = # [ '" uh+k+L [o ,^ ek Ina(v, g)dgdv (D.44)vo  ' -n  J  o royo  J  ouo?
Concerning the 4>integral in (D.44), tests has shown that le1n}@, p) is increas-
ing in the interval [oyo];t) and decreasing in the interval [t;?]. To verify that
monotony, think of g as the ratio between the radii, and think of .Ip1,r1(r,p) *
the admittance filter of the cross power between the turbulent wind speeds seen
from the two radii. If the radiuses are identical, which they are if p - 1, then we
should expect the admittance to be high, and moving away from Q = L we would
expect the admittance to drop simply because the rvind speeds are less correlated
when one of the radii are moved away from the other. Consequently, the interval
should be devided at g = 1 and the algorithm for (D.28) used on each of these
sub intervals seperately"
Now we lack to foretell the monotony of only the z integrand factor (/(r) in
(D.28)), which is the p, integral in (D. a)
fxb \  ( r , ro , l c ,ayo) gk Ie{n}(r ,  p)de (D.45)
Test calculations have shown that this monotony is not systematic, but also that
the integrand is very proper. Moreover, the wish to truncate the integrals at the
blade section radii stations rss ard ryo has shown to meet the non monotony
problem in a sufficient way.
The program unit, which has been used to calculate Qy6y(vo,h,k,ax,s,oye) has
been implemented so that it returns a 4 dimensional data structure with the index
parameters h, /c, and sampled values of ors and oyo.
This structure makes it possible to combine the calculations for all h's and ,b's
considered as mentioned in the description of the algorithm for determination of
(D"28), but it also makes it possible to combine the calculations for all samples of
oss arrd oror simply by starting to determine the integrals at the blade tip where
oss ond os,g are nearly 1 and then reuse the integrals N ocg and cvgo decrease
stepwise towards 0.
Consequently, the z integral in (D.44) is initially divided into sub intervals defined
by the sampling of ars. If this sampling is selected reasonably close (decrements
in a of the size 0"1 - 0.2 like e in (D.38)), then the effect of the lack of monotony
has shown to vanish.
= I,i,*
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To verify the integrations the asymptotes have been determined analytical. It has
been shown that
Q x o1' ; ,(ro, h, k, Qoo,oyo) -- '
and
I { (h  *  k ,mar (a ro ,ano ) )  I (D.46)
U O + @ (D.48)
in which the function /{(h * &, o) depends on only h+ k and the maximum value
a of ors and ayo. It is determined as
(+)'
t " ( * )  i f  h+&  =  0
# otherwise (i.e. h + e > 0)
I ( (h  + k ,o)
arg ) ayo
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3v6
ex.{n}(ro,h,k,d,o,oyo) -* *o (f f i ) ,x@+!:: 'a" '"al fro n l
\ 1 r+$a- ) ,  2  )
as
II (D.4e)
Note that the asymptote depends on only the maximum value of o16 and ayo,
simply because the coherence contributions only when the two points are close,
i.e. when rt - Ty.
Note also that i f  h+k
asymptotes have been verified when a > 0.05, i.e. if one can avoid the aero forces
from 0 to 5 To rotor disk radius, then the asymptotes are reliable.
Figure D"3 i l lustrates some level  curves of  Qx{n}(ro,h,k,ecl ,oyo.)  in the dss,esl
plane in a case where the frequencf /s is so high that Qx{n}(ro,h,lc,ass,ayo)
can be assumed asymptotic. The figure also shows how a simple interpolation of
Qx{"}(ro,h,k,Qtl,ayo) between the nearest sample points of ors and oso can be
unneccesarily defective.
According to the level curves in figure D.3, the value in O should be determined
ari an interpolation between @ and @. However, using standard interpolation
between the nearest points, one would first interpolate between @ and @ (which
is a quite good measure for the level in O in this case) and between @ and @(which gives a level that is too small). Then one should interpolate between those
two sub interpolations. Consequently, the result is a level that is too low.
Therefore, the interpolation strategy illustrated in figure D.4 is suggested, pr€-
suming that
(D.50)
8 1
" " Qx{"} level curves
" 
(0'0, aro) sample point
increasing Qx1"j
Figure D"3" The (*,0, aso) plo.ne illustrating lhe defect in interpolation to the aalue
in point 6 using simple interpolation belween the neares sample points o, o, o, and
o.
" " Qx{"} level curves
" 
(@ro, oys) sample point
increasing Qx{"}
dco
Figure D"l. The (o"0, ayo) plane illuslraling the suggesled slrategy for interpola-
tion to lhe aalues in the points a and o"
First we interpolate Qx{n}(ro,h,k,ero,o's) using only the sampled diagonal
points where aeo = ors, which is illustrated for point@ and@ in figure D.4.
If ors yL o.yor which is the case for point @, than we will also determine the
increment AOx{"} (ro,h,k,e,,1,Aoo) due to the difference
A o o  =  o s r g - 4 y o
and finally determine
(D.51)
Qyby(us ,h ,k ,ass ,  @yo)  =  Qx{ " } ( I )o th tk ,d 'o ,a 'o ) *AQx{n} (vo ,  h ,k ,a rs ,AasXD.52)
AOx{r}(ro,h,k,ero,4oo) can be determined as a main interpolation (through
the requested points@ as illustrated in figure) between two sub interpolations or
extrapolations (the vertical double arrows in figure D.4).
This ends the description of a algorithm that determines the numerator in the
admittance function (D.1) for any dimensionless frequencf vs. The denominator
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should not be determined" It is there simply to ensure that {r(0) = 1, and it
vanishes when the admittance function is used in (3"1).
Still a strategy is needed to select zs points" Tests have shown that Q"1,. 1(vo, h, k, ars, ayo)
is curved downwards in a double logarithmic graphic image, i.e. the double loga-
rithmic slope in the interval frot,rorf
't 99pZr!, k t dootayo) - lnQ@s1, h, k, o.ss, o'yo)p(rot, uoz) = '^ i; ;; : i; ir; "^' (D.53)
is decreasing in zs
Figure D.5 shows a test of an algorithm in which the zs points have been selected
according to the convergence criteria. This criteria ensures that we get most calcu-
lations where Qx{n}(ro,h,k,dco,ayo) is must curved. That improves the accuracy
of the interpolation which is obviously done double logarithmic, and it also has
the pleasant effect that only a few points are selected with high values of zs. That
is plesant because the calculation time increases with z6 due to the increasing
sharpness of the coherence.
Still some calculations must be performed at high frequencies. In order to save
calculation time in those cases, an attempt has been done to include the asymptotic
values (D.46) and (D.47) in the algorithm.
However, the step from numeric integration causes a discontinuity, which has
shown to be hard to handle along with the slope criteria
9(ror ,uoz)  -  9( ror ,v66)  1€
between all neighbouring ze points
v o t l u s 2 l u s s
(D.54)
(D"55)
Besides, the asymptotes are sufficient only for very high zs values, i.e. high .R and
ar,, and low [/s values according to (D.2a). Moreover, the limit ze between numeric
integration and asymptotic determination should be moved ahead when the order
n increases.
All together, the use of asymptotes seems to be too troublesome, remembering that
only a few calculations are required at high frequencies when the slope criteria is
used"
Still the asymptotes are useful because the show that
0(ro,uo* Lvo) - -2 ds uo -+ oo (D.56)
which can be seen by inserting the assymtotic values from (D.46) and (D.47) in
(D.53) .
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ldldl0fl0-rl0{
Figure D"5" The admit tance lerm Qx*{n} (r0,0,0,0"1,0"1) plot ted wi th the symbol
of lhe order n in each calculalion point. Besides, the asgmptote is plotted without
symbols. This asymptole is independent of the order n" The conaergence fraction
€ 
= 0"25 is used"
(D.56) can be build in the slope based algorithm to avoid the selection of r€w r/s
points in an interval of high v0 values if the slope in that interval is approximately
-2, i"e" if (D.54) is not satisfied but
p ( r o z , y o 3 ) + 2 < e (D.57)
then the r€w t/s points is always selected in the interval fuouvozf. Otherwise the
n€w ys is selected in the widest of the intervals lrot,rorf and [ue2, zs3], using
logarithmic width.
So far, we have used a maximum ratio e in the convergence criterias (D.38) and
(D.57). Tests has shown that the error is approximately one tenth of e, and con-
sequently a mar<imum ratio
e r y 0 " 1
yields an exactness at approximately 1% which is
suggested to be used to determine the ors and oyo
allowance for the g substitution (D.12), it is required
84
(D"58)
quite satisfactory" 6 is also
samples. In order to make
that
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a s e ) 0
That limitation does not have a serious impact on the exactness, but it
the suggestion of the a31s and oyg sampling points
l r  \0e  =  l ; +p le
\ z  /
in which p has all the values of integes in the interval
l 1
0 ( p < : - :
€ 2
(D.5e)
leads to
(D.60)
(D .61)
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Abstract (Max. 2000 char.)
The report offers a detailed description of the development of a frequency domain
model of the structure of an operating horizontal axis wind turbine. The frequency
domain model is implemented along with an analogous time domain model in the
Risg PC code Design Basis 2.
The structure of an operating wind turbine displays essential non-linearities be-
tween structural variables on blades and tower respectively. These non-linearities
are due to the rotation of the blades causing the transformations between the
blade coordinate systems and the torver coordinate system to depend on the in-
stantaneous azimuth positions of the blades"
Conventional frequency domain methods do not allow non-linearities. It is shown,
however, that decomposing the structural variables into sums of harmonics in
the (constant) angular frequency of the rotor, the non-linear relations are trans-
formed into linear relations between the amplitudes of the harmonics. These linear
relations between the arnplitudes of the harmonics of the structural variables are
readily transformed into the frequency domain and solved there.
Thus, the derivation of the amplitudes of harmonics of the loads is based on
conventional frequency domain methods applied to the relations between the am-
plitudes of harmonics. Finally, the loads themselves are determined uniquely by
their respective amplitudes of harmonics.
Design Basis 2 is used to verify the frequency domain model comparing loads on
the structure calculated with the frequency domain model both to loads calcu-
lated with the time domain model and to mea^sured loads" Examples show that
frequency and time domain calculations of typical PSD's of loads are in good
agreement" Design Basis 2 has also shown that the frequency domain model re-
sults in an extremelv fast and easv-to-use calculation method.
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